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THE SHARIA IN ISRAEL:
ISLAMIZATION, ISRAELIZATION AND

THE INVENTED ISLAMIC LAW

Mousa Abou Ramadan*

I. INTRODUCTION

This article discusses the relationship between the Shari'a Courts in
Israel and the State of Israel. It argues that the Shari'a Courts employ a
discourse that obscures their position within the State of Israel by portraying
themselves as autonomous institutions that implement the shari'a in a com-
plete and perfect way. This discourse is based on the notion that there exists
a "pure shari'a," devoid of any secular Israeli territorial law, or any other
non-Muslim religious law for that matter. Such a discourse, however, is in-
compatible with the legal reality inside Israel. It ignores the processes of
secularization that have, for over a century, diminished the "purity" of the
shari'a applied in the territory that has become the state of Israel. The secu-
larization process began, as it did in many Arab countries, with the Ottoman
codification of the shari'a in the early twentieth century. The codification
process gave the state a set of laws that it could order the religious authorities
to enforce, thus diminishing the power of the religious establishment
('ulama') to articulate religious norms. A special form of secularization, re-
ferred to in this article as "Israelization," began after 1948, when the state of
Israel replaced some religious personal status law with territorial civil law
among the Muslim community and other minority religious communities in
Israel.

The Israeli Shari'a Court of Appeals has not only ignored this reality,
but has resorted to the process of Islamization to mask it and bolster its own
discourse instead. Islamization occurs when secular Israeli legal norms are
repackaged as norms that already exist in Islamic law, and are applied in the
Shari'a Courts as pure, authentic Islamic law. Thus the processes of Israe-

* Ph.D. from Aix-Marseille III University, France. I dedicate this article to the memory
of my father Ismail. I would like to thank Professor Khaled Abou El Fadl for his comments
and the JINEL Editorial Board. I would also like to thank Ilan Saban and Issachar Rosen-Zvi.
I This "purity of shari'a" is reflected and propagated by Shari'a Courts in Israel.
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lization and Islamization are actually dialectical and occur simultaneously.
As the Israelization of the Shari'a Courts increases, so does the process of
Islamization.

The Islamization of Israeli civil law was intended to strengthen the Mus-
lim community inside Israel by presenting it as governed, at least in matters
of personal status, by autonomous courts applying authentic Islamic law.
The actual consequences of Islamization, however, have generally increased
state control over the Shari'a Courts. First, the courts accept and apply codi-
fied Ottoman family law, denying their own power to establish the personal
status norms that govern their community. The Israeli territorial law repack-
aged as Islamic is also often at odds with classical Islamic law. Finally, in
the case of the waqf, or endowed property, Islamization has legitimated the
dispossession of Islamic holy places. Of course, whether these consequences
are positive or negative depends on one's position on classical Islamic law
governing Israel's Muslim minority.

This article does not argue that secularization has rendered the law ap-
plied in the Shari'a Courts "un-Islamic," or that it is impossible for an Is-
lamic legal system to exist inside a secular, non-Muslim state. What it does
argue is that Israeli advocates of the Shari'a Courts must acknowledge what
is actually happening with their jurisdiction, as well as honestly address the
compromises that a religious court must make in order to operate within a
secular state, and the consequences of these compromises on the religious
community. This article also has implications outside of the Israel context as
a case study of the application of Islamic law in a secular state, as well as the
changes that must be made and restrictions that must be applied to make this
possible.

The remainder of this article is divided into two parts. The first exam-
ines the discourse employed by the Shari'a Courts. The second part focuses
on the processes of secularization in Israel, and its dialectical relationship
with Islamization. Substantive analysis of Shari'a Court decisions will be
used for demonstrative and illustrative purposes. 2

2 On this aspect see AHARON LAYISH, WOMEN AND ISLAMIC LAW IN A NON-MUSLIM STATE:

A STUDY BASED ON DECISIONS OF THE SHARI'A COURTS IN ISRAEL (1975); Yitzhak Reiter,
Qadis and the Implementation of Islamic Law in Present Day Israel, in ISLAMIC LAW: THE-

ORY AND PRACTICE 205 (Robert Gleave & Eugenia Kermeli eds., 1997); Moussa Abou Rama-
dan, The Transition from Tradition to Reform: The Shari'a Appeals Court rulings on Child
Custody (1992-2001), 26 FORDHAM INT'L L. J. 595 (2003); Moussa Abou Ramadan, Judicial
Activism on the Shari'a Appeals Court in Israel 1994-2001: Rise and Crisis, 27 FORDHAM
INT'L L. J. 254 (2003); Moussa Abou Ramadan, Divorce Reform in the Shari'a Court of Ap-
peals in Israel (1992-2003), 13(2) ISLAMIC L. AND Soc'v 242 (2006).
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II. THE DISCOURSE OF THE SHARI'A COURT OF APPEALS

The Shari'a Courts in Israel try to maximize the autonomous Islamic
space within the state. They do this by employing a discourse that represents
the courts as relying directly on the Qu'an and sunna alone, without regard to
the history of the Islamic law applied in Israel. This law has in fact con-
fronted considerable historical developments, including the interpretations of
the Hanafi religious scholars (fuqaha), the Ottoman experiments in shari'a
codification, and the establishment of the State of Israel. This discourse in-
sulates the Islamic religious establishment in Israel, especially the Shari'a
Courts, from external criticism, because if it is accepted that they are relying
directly and exclusively on Islam's primary sources then any change of the
circumstances in which the discourse is currently operating signifies a depar-
ture from these sources. Indeed, this is an application of the Salafi method.3

The Shari'a Courts thus present themselves as applying law that is pure,
immaculate, and devoid of any secular stain. They accordingly prohibit de-
pendence on Israeli civil legislation, because the shari'a is complete and
comprehensive and already addresses any legal situation that could possibly
arise. The following examples, drawn from decisions of the Shari'a Court of
Appeals, illustrate this position. In 1994, the Court observed that a lower
court's decision:

depends on clause 25 of legal capacity and guardianship, which is a posi-
tive one, and the court can judge according to the rules of the Islamic law
only. It is unnecessary to point out that the rules of the original shari'a
are complete and comprehensive and give answer to any wondering or
question.4

Then, a year later, it declared the following:

It is necessary to note that the civil law, on which the court below basi-
cally depended in its decision regarding temporary alimony, has nothing
to do with the law that applies to Shari'a Courts, because it does not
apply to Muslims, as the Shari'a Court is prohibited to judge according to
the laws which are derived from the Muslim laws. The court must judge
only according to the rules of shari'a.5

3 For more on this movement see KHALED ABOu EL FADL, AND GOD KNows THE SOLDIERS:

THE AUTHORITATIVE AND AUTHORITARIAN IN ISLAMIc DISCOURSES 6, 9, 14, 16, 118 (2001).
4 See A 63/94 of 13/10/1994 in AL-KASHSHAF 'AN QARARAT AL-ISTI'NAF AL-SADIRA 'AN

MAHKAMAT AL-ISTI'NAF AL-SADIRA 'AN MAHKAMAT AL-ISTI'NAF AL-SHAR'IYYA AL-'ULYA FI

AL-QUDS AL-SHARIF (1999) 1994 68.
5 See also A 106/94 of 19/4/1995 AL-KASHSHAF 1995 at 100, 106 regarding the Amendment

Law of Family Laws (Alimony) 1959. See also A 59/95 of 19/7/1995, AL-KASHSHAF 1995 at

193, 195. See also A 37/95 of 30/7/1995, AL-KASHSHAF 1995 at 232, 234.
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Finally, in 1997: "Here we repeat and confirm that the Shari'a Court of Ap-
peals applies the Orthodox shari'a, and it sees the shari'a as a full and com-
prehensive judicial system. We have explained this several times before."6

The Shari'a Court of Appeals has even banned the application of the basic
laws in its jurisdiction - including those protecting human dignity and free-
dom - a piece of legislation that is part of Israel's constitution.7

In addition to emphasizing their Islamic purity, the Shari'a Courts in
Israel present themselves as historically continuous entities, despite having
operated under several different political regimes, including the Ottoman, the
British, and the Israeli. Consistent with their presentation of Islamic law in
Israel, as linear and uniform, the courts argue that the shari'a applied during
these different regimes was not harmed or modified.8

6 See 84/94 of 31/3/1995, AL-KASHSHAF 1995 at 73, 74. See also A 92/95 of 11/1/1995 AL-

KASHSHAF 1995 at 352, 358:
This court has already said that it is not allowed to turn to civil laws in a volunteer-
ing way as long as they are not referred to the Religious Court directly. In case we
are dealing with a direct law that decides it should be applied at the religious
courts, and if the religious court ignores it this remains in the range of 'judicial
error' and no side is able to disprove this except the High Court of Justice.

See B.M 1/81 Yehi'el Najjar v. Orah Najjar, P.D. 28(1) at 365 for how a court proceeds when
the law is general and is not directed at the Religious court directly.

This court is an Islamic Court that is committed to apply the Islamic shari'a. It was
created only to apply the original shari'a, whether the legislator wanted the relig-
ious court to apply the positive law like the civil courts. This will justify the exis-
tence of the shari'a court. The principle of the establishment of a religious court is
the supposition that every group wants to run its judicial issues according to its
religious and Islamic shari'a rules. The Islamic Law (shari'a ) is a judicial and
general method in itself and we have to keep the shari'a rules and apply them
without hesitation, as the outcome will be doubling the distance between the name
of the court and it essence.

7 A 194/99 of 22/11/1999, and A 247/98 of 17/2/1999.
8 A 106/94 of 19/4/1994 AL-KASHSHAF at 102 1995:

The shari'a rules apply to the Shari'a Courts in Israel and the West Bank and some
parts from the Arab world since the days of the Ottoman rule, when these rules
were unified in laws such as the Mejella, the Shari'a Procedure, the Family Law,
and these rules of shari'a are the applied ones since the Ottoman rule in 1917 and
continued during the British Mandate regarding the private status, which did not
add or reduce anything. The only thing that the Mandatory legislator did was to
create a legislative framework regarding the Order in Council, and I mention spe-
cifically clause 52 mentioned above. Besides, clause 1 of the Order of regulations
of Government and Law of 1949 (should be 1948), endorsed what was in effect the
shari'a rules regarding Shari'a Courts, and in this way the Shari'a Courts contin-
ued functioning according to the rules of shari'a and judges according to the Origi-
nal Islamic Shari'a.
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This discourse of Islamic and historical purity is the product of a new
era of the Shari'a Court of Appeals that began with the appointments of three
judges, or qadis, for a permanent position at the Shari'a Court of Appeals in
1994. One qadi of the Shari'a Court of Appeals was interviewed by the
magazine Sawtt al-Haq wa al-Hurriyah,9 which belongs to the Northern
Branch of the Islamic Movement.10 In one interview the qadi stated,

I believe that the Shari'a Court has applied only the shari'a rules, and this
is its role; I wonder how the Shari'a Court can adopt the positive law, and
anyone of the citizens who would like to be judged according to the posi-

The introduction of continuity in Shari'a Courts from the Ottoman rule period and the disre-
gard to their historical development are also expressed in the official Website of the Ministry
of Law:

The Shari'a Courts have existed since the Ottoman Empire, when they were the
courts of the State. The British Mandate left the judicial situation as it was subject
to the changes that it added. In this way the Shari'a Courts remained as they were,
but only limited their jurisdiction regarding the private personal status of Muslims.

See http://www.justice.gov.il/MOJHeb[BatiDinHashreim (last visited Mar. 31, 2007).
The State of Israel acknowledged the Shari'a Courts, their jurisdiction, and the law that is
valid in them, according to the Order of Regulations of Government and Law. Even the law of
qadis enacted confirmation of appointments that acknowledged the qadis who worked at the
courts on the eve of the establishment of the State. It should be pointed out that no qadi that
had worked as a qadi before the establishment of the State continued to do so after its estab-
lishment. This is a distortion of historical facts in an attempt to emphasize tranquil continuity.
If there is correspondence between introducing the Shari'a Courts and the Ministry of Justice,
such correspondence stems from different motives. While the Shari'a Courts want to show
historical legitimacy by emphasizing continuity, and connection to the Ottoman Empire, the
aim of the Ministry of Justice is to show that there has been no injury to the freedom of the
individual.

9 Of 1/7/1994 at 4.

10 The Islamic movement in Israel is a movement related to a phenomena that occurs
throughout the Muslim world that calls for revivalism of religion in the social and political
sphere. This movement began the 1970's. Its founding principle is "Islam is the solution " and
its end goal is "Islamization of the society." The movement sees Islam as a key element in
identity, social reform and politics. It grew in importance in the 1980's and 1990's. In 1996
there was a split in the movement on the question of running for a seat in the Knesset. The part
of the movement which refused to participate in the Knesset election is called the Northern
Branch and the part that stood for the election is called the Southern Branch. The Northern
Branch is considered by the State as more radical. On this movement see THOMAS MAYER,

THE AWAKENING OF THE MUSLIMS IN ISRAEL (1988) (Hebrew); REUBEN PAZ, THE ISLAMIC

MOVEMENT IN ISRAEL FOLLOWING THE MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS (1989) (Hebrew); ALISA RuBrN

PELED, DEBATING ISLAM IN THE JEWISH STATE THE DEVELOPMENT OF POLICY TOWARD IS-
LAMIC INSTITUTIONS IN ISRAEL 121-46 (2001); Nohad 'Ali, Political Islam in an Ethnic Jewish
State: Historical Evolution, Contemporary Challenges and Future Prospects, 3 HOLY LAND

STUD. 69 (2004).
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tive law can go to a civil court, and we, on our side, will act to remove
this mixture at the Shari'a Court of Appeals.I'

As mentioned above, this discourse is misleading and does not reflect
the legal reality in which the Shari'a Courts are functioning. Instead, it ig-
nores the way secularization and Islamization have shaped the Israeli shari'a.

III. SECULARIZATION AND ISLAMIZATION

The external criticism of religion and the process of secularization and
disconnection from the Church started in the eighteenth century. The con-
cept of secularization has many meanings, such as: weak state interference in
religious life, decreased importance of religion in daily life, and decreased
importance of religious values in general. 12

It is generally accepted that societies pass through parallel processes of
secularization and modernization; in other words, when a society grows more
modern, it becomes more secular. Empirical testing of this claim today,
however, reveals religious reawakening occurring in tandem with moderniza-
tion. One prominent example is the success of the Islamic party in Turkey, a
country that has defined itself as rigidly secular.13

Emile Durkheim explored the phenomena of religion by examining the
most primitive forms of religion. In his opinion, the basic elements that are
found in the most primitive religions can also be found in any other relig-
ion. 14 Although Durkheim's theory has received some empirical criticism,' 5

I believe that his theory still has value. I have repeatedly expressed my opin-
ion regarding the notions of "secularity" and "holiness." In this context, it
should be pointed out that "secularity" and "holiness" are two dynamic and
variable concepts, and therefore something that is considered "secular," such
as a stone, can also be "holy" and vice versa. An example of this phenome-
non is evident in Amel Boubekeur's examination of European Muslims' relig-

" SAWT AL-HAQ WA AL-HURRIYAH, July 7, 1994 at 4.
12 William H. Swatos and Kevin J. Christiano, Secularization Theory: The Course of a Con-

cept, 60(3) SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGION 209, 214-15 (1999). Beyond all these meanings, it is
possible to identify a common paradigm in these theories. See Olivier Tschannen, The Secu-
larization Paradigm: A Systematization, 30(4) J. SCI. STUD. OF RELIGION 395 (1991).
13 Jean Marcou, Islamisme et "Post-islamisme" en Turquie, 11 REVUE INTERNATIONALE DE

POLITIQUE COMPARtE 587 (2004).
14 EMILE DURKHEIM, THE ELEMENTARY FORMS OF RELIGIOUS LIFE (2001).
15 EDWARD EVANS-PRITCHARRD, THEORIES OF PRIMITIVE RELIGION (1965).
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iously-motivated consumption of traditionally secular commodities, such as
Mecca Cola. 16

The most important and visible processes that are taking place in Is-
lamic law today are secularization and Islamization. "Secularity" and "holi-
ness" are dialectical processes that take place simultaneously, or, more
accurately, constitute a process of hybridization. Basically, the principles
applied by the Shari'a Courts come from two sources, one religious and one
secular. In the process of secularization, however, religious norms interact
with secular norms, and together create a new norm which is distinct from
both secular and religious law. This hybridization process is also present in
the process of Islamization, in which an Israeli secular norm is introduced as
an Islamic one, and although its source is secular, its external attire is seen as
Islamic. 17

A. Secularization

The process of secularization that Islamic law is undergoing in Israel is
taking place on two levels: the first is partial codification, and the second is
Israelization.

1. Secularization and Codification

The Ottoman Family Law of 1917 is a partial codification of shari'a
norms that serves as the foundation of the Islamic law applied in Israeli
courts. As explained above, the Shari'a Courts claim that the law they im-
plement represents the pure and authentic shari'a. This section will chal-
lenge that claim by examining the way codification, and the Ottoman Family
Law in particular, departs from the classical conception of Islamic law. This
section consists of two parts, the first of which discusses classical and con-
temporary debates surrounding the codification of Islamic law. The second
part focuses specifically on the Ottoman Family Law as applied in Israel.

This section will argue that the substance of any law changes when
codified, and the Ottoman Family Law is no exception. The process of codi-
fying classical Islamic law marked a fundamental departure from the classi-

16 Amel Boubekeur, L'islam est-il Soluble Dans le Mecca Cola? Marchi de la Culture Is-
lamique et Nouveaux Supports de la Religiositj en Occident, 183 MONDE ARABE MAGHREB-

MACHREK 45 (2005).
17 The hybridization in the Israeli context is a combination of Israeli secular law and relig-

ious law, while hybridization in Britain concerning Turks is a hybridization which differs in
time. On the hybridization in the British context see Ihsan Yilmaz, Marriage Solemnization
among Turks in Britain: The Emergence of a Hybrid Anglo-Muslim Turkish Law, 24 J. Mus-
LIM AFF. 57 (2004). On the concept of hybridity and it critics see Floya Anthias, New Hybridi-
ties, Old Concepts: The Limits of "Culture", 24 ETHNIC & RACIAL STUD. 619 (2001).



cal model. This does not mean that the codified law was necessarily un-
Islamic, but that it existed in a distinct form.

This section will also argue that codification has its own unique conse-
quences, and that these consequences are especially strong in Israel, a non-
Muslim country that lacks a representative Muslim body to supplement or
modify the codified law. During the British Mandate, Islamic affairs were
overseen by the Supreme Muslim Council, a body established by the British
occupation authorities on December 20th, 1921. This organ was constituted
"for the control and management of the Moslem Awkaf and Shari'a affairs in
Palestine."' 8 The entire Council fled the country in 1948, however, and the
Israeli state did not appoint other members to this council until 1961 after the
regulation that established the Council had already been abrogated.' 9

Codification also facilitates the secularization of Islamic law because
the High Court of Justice, which has the power of review over the decisions
of the Shari'a Courts, can simply turn to the Ottoman Family Law to deter-
mine the correctness of a decision. This is done without reference to the rich
history of the shari'a outside of the Ottoman Family Law, or to the sources
of shari'a itself, such as the Qu'an and sunna, or to classical treatises on
Islamic law.

As a point of clarification, "codification" in this article refers to codifi-
cation that is performed by the state, not to the codification experiments that
have been performed by fuqaha .20 These experiments are not part of the
secularization process, but remain within the religious realm, just as the

18 See Art. I of the Supreme Moslem Sharia Council Regulation in 2 LEGISLATION OF PALES-
TINE 1918-1925, supra note 18, at 399. For more on this Council see URI M.
KUPFERSCHMIDT, THE SUPREME MUSLIM COUNCIL, ISLAM UNDER THE BRITISH MANDATE FOR
PALESTINE (1987).

19 Art. 25 of the Qadis Law, S.H. 1961, 118. As to this abrogation of the Regulations of 1921
establishing the Supreme Muslim Council, two questions were raised before the Supreme Is-
raeli Court in H.C.J 282/61 Mahmoud Alsarouji v. The Minister of Religious Affairs and The
Muslim Committee in Acre, P.D. 17 at 188, 192. The first question deals with discerning
whether the abrogation of the regulation of 1921 only affected the articles dealing with the
nomination of qadis, so that the other articles continue to be valid. The Supreme Court re-
jected this claim. The second question raised before the Court concerned whether abrogation
of the regulation of 1921 also abrogated the regulation of 1937, which modified the regula-
tions of 1921 (Palestine (Defense) Order in Council, 1937 Supplement No.2 to the Palestine
Gazette Extraordinary No.730 of 16th October, 1937, 973.) The Supreme Court held that the
regulation of 1937 had an autonomous existence, and thus the abrogation of the regulation of
1921 did not abrogate the regulations of 1937.
20 Mohammad Fadel, The Social Logic of Taqlid and the Rise of the Mukhatasar, 3(2) Is-

LAMIC L. & Soc. 192 (1996).
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Pope's codification of the Code of 198321 and the Code of the Oriental Cath-
olic Churches established in 199022 are not considered secularization. An-
other example of non-secular codification was performed by the Latin
Patriarch in Jerusalem 23 in 1954, and resulted in the personal status code of
the Latin Community. The code maintains that:

This law is not a new legislation, but a code of principles that are derived
from the legislative justice, and the theology, and the judiciary church
norms after which our court has followed since its establishment.

We are sure that codification of the judicial rules and principles in a
modem and clear legislative style according to the spirit of the church
will make easy the mission of our courts, which seek only to apply the
law and guarantee justice and equality in judgment. We are glad to de-
clare this law regarding the personal status at the time of the holiday of
our Lord Jesus Christ. In his name and the name of his high sovereignty,
the Church applies its educational and legislative rule to human beings,
for whom Jesus sacrificed and won and ruled in all times. By applying
his patriarchal sovereignty, we are certifying this code of legislation, and
order its publication, and ask all the courts to act according to it in all
Latin patriarchal courts from the first day of December, 1955 (canon 2).24

As mentioned above, however, Muslims in Israel do not have a community
organization capable of codifying religious norms.

Most of the Islamic law that applies to Muslims in Israel has been codi-
fied not only on the substantive level, but on the procedural level as well. In
addition to the substantive codification of the Ottoman Family Law, the
Shari'a Courts apply the laws of evidence taken from the Mejella, which was
enacted in 1879 by the Ottoman Empire government,25 as well as the shari'a
Procedural Law that was codified in 1917.

21 See ALAIN SERIAUz, DROIT CANONIQUE (1996).
22 On this codification see JOHN D. FARIS, THE EASTERN CATHOLIC CHURCHES: CONSTITU-

TION AND GOVERNANCE ACCORDING TO THE CODE OF CANONS OF THE EASTERN CHURCHES 67-
106 (1992); and RENE METz, LE NOUVEAU DROIT DES EGLISES ORIENTALES CATHOLIQUES

(1997).
23 The Latin Patriarch is the head of the Roman Catholic Church in the Holy Land, which

includes Israel and Palestine.
24 The Law of Personal Status in the Latin Patriarchal Diocese in Jerusalem, AL-MATBA'ah

al-Batriarchiah al-Latiniyah (1954). For an English translation of the text see GEORGE BATEH,

STATUT PERSONNEL INTRODUCTION A LETUDE JURISDIQUE DES CHRETIENS DE PALESTINE

Sous LA DOMINATION OTTOMANE (1517-1917) (1963).
25 For the text and commentary see SALIM RUSTUm BAZ AL-LIBNANI, AL-MAJALLA (1986).
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a. Codification and Islamic Law 26

According to the classical principles of jurisprudence, or usul al-flqh,27

the main sources of Islamic law are the Qu'an, sunna (sayings and actions of
the Prophet and his companions), ijma' (consensus), and qiyas (analogy).
The ruler in a Muslim country (imam or caliph) has no authority to enact
laws. According to the classical theory of Muslim legislation, the ruler's pri-
mary role is to apply and implement the shari'a. The Islamic state itself thus
does not constitute a source of legislation. Islamic law was instead devel-
oped by the fuqaha, and is accordingly defined as jurists' law. Four domi-
nant schools of Sunni law emerged concurrently and disagreements existed
between them, as well as between scholars from the same school. 28

Although the imam has no legislative authority, he may make use of the
siyasah shar'iyya (shari'a policy) 29 to legislate in fields that are not organ-
ized by the shari'a. The secular ruler may exert additional influence over the

26 Dominique Sourdel, Droit Musulman et Codification, 26 DROITS 33-50 (1997); M.
MORAND, AVENT-PROJECT DU CODE DU DROIT MUSULMAN EN ALGERIE (1916); A. Bel, La
Codification du Droit Musulman en Algirie, 46 REVUE DE L'HISTOIRE DES RELIGIONs, 175-92
(1927); Cl. Bontems, Les Tentatives de Codification du Droit Musulman Dans lAlgirie
Coloniale, in L'ENSEIGNMENT Du DROIT MUSULMAN 43-58 (M. Flory et J.R. Henry eds.,
1989).
27 This type of literature deals with theoretical questions of Islamic law. They include topics

such as the sources of Islamic Law, classification of the activities into different categories,
conditions and methods of discovering judicial rules. See MOHAMMAD HASHIM KAMALI, PRIN-
ICPLES OF ISLAMIC JURISPRUDENCE (Rev. ed. 1991); WAEL B. HALLAQ, A HISTORY OF ISLAMIC
LEGAL THEORIES AND INTRODUCTION TO SUNNI USUL AL-FIQH (1997); AL-GHAZALI, AL-MUS-
TASFA MIN 'ILM AL-USUL (1997).

28 See, e.g., JOSEPH SACHT, INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC LAW 209 (1966); BERNARD G.
WEISS, THE SPIRIT OF ISLAMIC LAW 113-44 (1998); WAEL B. HALLAQ, THE ORIGINS AND
EVOLUTION OF ISLAMIC LAW (2005).

29 A principle in Islamic law according to which there is authority for the imam to decide
legislative conditions when the issue is not arranged in the sharia. Ibn Qayyim defines the
function of siyasah shar'iyya in his TURUQ as: "Compris[ing] all measures that bring the peo-
ple close to wellbeing (salah) and mov[ing] them further away from corruption (fasad), even
if no authority is found for them in divine revelation and the Sunnah of the Prophet." Quoted
in KAMALI, supra note 27, at 271. According to Kamali,

Siyasa shar'iyah is a broad doctrine of Islamic law which authorizes the ruler to
determine the manner in which the shari'ah should be administered. The ruler may
accordingly take discretionary measures, enact rules and initiate policies as he
deems are in the interest of good government, provided that no substantive princi-
ple of the shari'ah is violated thereby. The discretionary powers of the ruler under
siyasah shar'iyah are particularly extensive in the field of criminal law. The head
of State and those who are in charge of public affairs, the 'ulu al amr, may thus
decide on rules and procedures as they deem appropriate in order to discover truth
and to determine guilt.



shari'a through his choice of implementation style, and he can also limit the
qadi's (judge's) authority on various issues. 30 This leads to the question of
whether the imam may go so far as to choose a certain norm, or even an
entire legal school, and obligate the qadis to apply it.

This question has been debated many times in the history of Islamic
law. In his Risalafi al-Suhba, Ibn al-Muqaffa' (d. 757) argued against differ-
ent applications of Islamic law in different areas, and recommended that the
Amir al-Mu'minin (Commander of the Faithful) compile a comprehensive
book (kitaban jami'an) that includes the unified rules (hukman wahidan
sa'iban) of Islamic law.3 1 Another scholar, Malik Ibn Anas, took a different
view and refused to unify the Islamic law as Caliph Abu Ja'far al-Mansur
demanded. 32

The question of codification was revisited in the nineteenth century as
the power of the Ottoman Empire was decreasing. Ottoman rulers perceived
reform, including legal and legislative reform, as one way to stave off this
erosion.33 The instrument of reform in the legal field was codification,
which was seen as representing modernization. In certain areas, legal codifi-
cation was performed without reference to Islamic law, as in the drafting of
the Ottoman commercial code and the law of civil procedure, and with regard
to the Mejella, which was the first comprehensive codification of Islamic
law. 34

Codification, however, is more than a process for organizing legislation
or modernizing a legal system. It is also a way to create a specific social
order that frequently represents increased state power. The code turns into a
symbol, an instrument in the hands of the government, and a sign that ex-

Mohammad Hashim Kamali, Siyasah Shar'iyah or the Policies of Islamic Government, 6 AM.
J. ISLAMIC SOCIAL Sci. 59, 59 (1989).

30 NORMAN ANDERSON, LAW REFORM IN THE MUSLIM WORLD 43-47 (1976).

31 The text of the Risala can be found in C. PELLAT, IBN AL-MUQAFFA CONSEILLER DU

CALIFE 44-45 (1976). For an analysis see S.D. GOEITIN, A Turning Point in the History of the

Islamic State, in STUDIES ON ISLAMIC HISTORY AND INSTITUTIONS 149-67 (1966); Muhammad
Qasim Zaman, The Caliphs, the Ulama, and the Law: Defining the Role and Function of the

Caliph in the Early Abbasid Period, 4 ISLAMIC L. & Soc. 1, 5-6 (1997); JOSEPH SCHACHT,

THE ORIGINS OF MUHAMMADAN JURISPRUDENCE 58-59, 95, 102-03, 137 (1950).

32 SA'D KHALAF AL-HANITI, AL-FiQH WA AL-SULTAN FIQH AL IRAQ WA AL-SULTA AL-'AB-

BASIYYAH 104, 132-98 (1999).
33 ANDERSON, supra note 30, at 14-19.

34 For more on codification in the Ottoman Empire see Jacques Lafon, L'empire Ottoman et

Les Codes Occidentaux, 26 DROITs 69 (1997); for more on the Mejella see S. S. Onar, The

Majalla, I LAW IN THE MIDDLE EAST 292-308 (Majid Khadduri & Herbert J. Lienbesny eds.

1995).
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presses control.35 Codification empowers the State. Before the Mejella, this
form of state control was unknown in the Islamic world. Some state control
of legislation was already legitimate in Islamic society, such as the influence
of state-appointed fuqaha in designing the legislation. As described above,
however, classical Islamic legislation was largely developed separately from
the will and control of the political sovereign. Many rulers have also tried to
interfere with the legislative process, for example through the nomination of
qadis,36 or by establishing institutes for teaching Islamic law.3 7 This inter-
ference, however, was largely done by enacting laws (qanun) related to is-
sues that the shari'a does not deal with,38 which the rulers are allowed to do,
and by exerting influence on the religious scholars. Codification of the
shari'a, however, is a relatively new phenomena.

In order to understand the problems of codifying classical Islamic legis-
lation, it is worthwhile to examine the codification processes that took place
in Egypt and Saudi Arabia. Although codification is an activity of organiza-
tion, clarification and numbering, in both Egypt and Saudi Arabia there was
significant resistance to codification among certain important actors. From
their point of view, these actors understood that codification would signify
problematic divisions of power between the state and religion and raise ques-
tions about legitimacy, interference and change of the divine law.

Regarding the codification process in Egypt, the argument of Rashid
Ridda (1935), pupil of Muhammad 'Abdu (1905), the founder of the reform-
ist movement in the Islamic world, is instructive. Ridda wrote:

35 See NORBERT ROULAND, ANTHROPOLOGIIE JURISDIQUE 358 (1988):
L'6tude des divers mouvements de codifications qui ont eu lieu jusqu'A nos jours
dans lensemble du monde montre qu'ils sont lids A l'instauration d'un ordre social
nouveau, A la mise en place d'un droit uniforme le plus souvent 6tatique, A
laugmentation de la puissance de l'Etat qui entend manifester sa souverainet6 sur le
plan l6gislatif et fusionner les peuples ou groupes sociaux divers reunis sous son
pouvoir. La codification est donc un phdnomine d'ordre essentiellement politique,
et ne tdmoigne nullement, contrairement A ce qu'affirment ses propagandistes, d'un
progrbs de la conscience humaine:la preuve reste A faire, dans la plupart des cas ,
qu'elle est plus 'rationnelle' que les usages auxquels elle succide. En fait, c'est
moins un progrbs de la rationalit6 que linstitution d'une nouvelle logique et de
nouvelles ob6diences qu'elle institue.

36 M. Isabel Calero Secall, Rulers and Qadis: Their Relationship During the Nasrid King-
dom, 7 ISLAMIC L. & Soc. 235-55 (2000).

37 GEORGE MAKDISI, RISE OF COLLEGES: INSTITUTIONS OF LEARNING IN ISLAM AND THE
WEST 32 (1981).

38 F.E.Vogel, Siyasa, in 9 THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ISLAM 696 (2d ed. 1997).
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'Ali Pasha Rifa'a talks about a conversation he had with Khedive Ismael.
Pasha said to Khedive Ismael: 39 You have had education at al-Azhar, and
you can persuade them, the French, who have "rights" and many dealings
in this country, and there are claims between them and the local people.
They complain to me that they do not know how they will be tried in their
claims or claims against them, and how they can defend themselves, espe-
cially that the books of Islamic law, according to which our 'ulama' are
working, are complicated, and there are lots of disagreements on them.
Therefore, ask the 'ulama' of al-Azhar to compile a book on shari'a civil
law that will be like the books of laws, and elaborates the clauses of the
law and trial, and that will have no disagreements among the judges in
their decisions, and if they do not do that, tell them that you will act
according to Napoleon's French code.

'Ali Pasha said that his father answered him saying: Sir, I traveled to
Europe and studied there, and I was a minister in the government and
translated many books from French into Arabic. I grew old and reached
this age, and no one had doubts in my religiousness. If I suggest this
suggestion to the 'ulama' of al-Azhar by order of my master, I am afraid
they will say that sheikh Rifa'a has become an apostate (irtadda) from
Islam in his last days, because he caused the change of books of sharia
and changed the shari'a into positive books. I ask my master to relieve
me of this mission, because I do not want to expose myself to such a
thing before my death, and do not want them to say "he died as a kafir."40

Ridda introduced this passage as an indictment of the 'ulama' of al-Azhar
because they attempted to prevent the vital process of codification of the
shari'a rules. He supported the idea that the innovative 'ulama' (al-'ulama'
al-mujaddidun) should codify the shari'a according to the public interest and
the conditions of the period. In other words, there was a division between
Muslim religious authorities who opposed any sort of codification and even
saw it as "heresy," and those who supported it so long as it did not essentially
contradict the Islamic law.

As for Saudi Arabia, on June 29, 1972 King Faisal approached the Per-
manent Committee of Scientific Research. The Committee had examined the
issues of compiling a code of the dominant views of the fuqaha (jurists), and
whether qadis could be obliged to rule in accordance with it. The Council
argued that only the imam had the power to codify the law and order the
qadis to rule accordingly. In a comprehensive analysis, the Saudi 'ulama'

39 Ruled Egypt from 1863 to 1879.
40 Section 9, 30 AL-MANAR, 782 (1930). For more on Rida's position on codification, see

Aharon Layish, The Transformation of the Shari'a from Jurists' Law to Statutory Law in the
Contemporary Muslim World, 44 DIE WELT DES ISLAMS 85, 101-02 (2004). For a summary of
the different ideas in this period among the supporters and opponents of codification in Egypt
see Bernard Botiveau, Islamiser le Droit? LExemple Egyptien, 126 MONDE ARABE

MAGHREB-MACHREK 5, 7-9 (1989).



rejected the idea of codifying the dominant view of the religious scholars.
Although the Council contended that there should be reform (islah), they
believed that reform should not be through codification. 4

1

The following are the main arguments the Committee made against
codification:

1. Obligating the qadis to adopt codification is contradictory to what
was common at the time of the Prophet, the rightly-guided Caliphs,
and their righteous successors.

2. Codification will limit the qadis when they want to investigate and
judge according to the Islamic heritage.

3. The intention of codification is to prevent disagreements, but the
Committee expected that it would fail to do so because codification
in other Islamic countries did not prevent disagreements.

4. Codification itself is an interpretive process, which is also a cause
for disagreements.

Modem scholars of Islamic law have continued the codification debate.
Some argue that codification will bring an end to Islamic law. For example,
Joseph Shacht argues that "traditional Islamic law, being a doctrine and a
method rather than a code, as will appear presently, is, by its nature, incom-
patible with being codified, and every codification must subtly distort it. "42

Recently, Khaled Abou al-Fadl expressed a similar claim, writing:

The very idea of a centralized and codified shari'ah law was instigated by
jurists who, educated in the Civil law system, sought to reform and mod-
ernize Islamic law by making it more adaptable to the needs of the mod-
em Nation-State. Nevertheless, it is important to realize that shari'ah
law, as a codified State sponsored set of positive demands, is a serious
break with tradition and a radical departure from the classical epistemol-
ogy of Islamic law. 4 3

He adds, "a code, even if inspired by shari'ah, is not shari'ah: a code is
simply a set of positive commandments that were informed by an ideal, but
the positive commandments do not represent the ideal.""

41 TADWIN AL-RJJIH MIN AQWAL AL-FUQHA' F-L-MU'AMALAT WA ILZAM AL-QUDHA'A B-L-

Huxm FIHA, 31 MAJALLAT AL-BUHUTH AL-ISLAMIYYAH 17-65 (1990) and 32 MAJALLAT AL-

BUHUTH AL-ISLAMIYYAH 19-65 (1990). On the attitude of Saudi 'ulama' toward codification
see FRANK E. VOGEL, ISLAMIC LAW AND LEGAL SYSTEM: STUDIES OF SAUDI ARABIA 309-62
(2000).

42 Joseph Schacht, Problems of Modern Islamic Legislation, 12 STUDIA ISLAMICA 99 (1960).
43 Khaled Abou El Fadl, Islam and the Challenge of Democratic Commitment, 27 FORDHAM

INT'L L. J. 4, 63 (2003).
44 Id. at 70-71.
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Others, however, see the issue of codification of Islamic law as a disa-
greement on the stages of development. Subhi Mahmassani (1909-1986)45
divides codification in the Islamic world into four stages:

1. The first stage is marked by dependence on an official school. This
is the case of Sultan Salim the First, who issued a decree (faraman),
and turned the Hanafi school into an obligatory one in the fields of
judgment and fatwas.

2. The second stage is the stage in which the codification of a certain
school has taken place. He points to the codification of the Mejella
as an example.

3. The third stage is the stage in which a choice of different schools is
made. Here he gives the example of the Ottoman Family Law of
1917.

4. The fourth stage is the stage in which inspiration is taken from the
modern European laws. 4 6

With regard to the third stage, Mahmassani decides that this is a
new stage in the Islamic law that points out the duty of making 'ijtihad'
[which means giving a special effort to discover the general judicial rules
in the shari'a sources], and leaving 'taqlid' [imitation] of another school
in good and in bad, and the search for the original rationale (al-hikma al-
asila) in every legislation, as we are dealing with the interest of the peo-
ple, their prosperity and happiness, as this was shown by Muslim believ-
ers such as al-Shatibi, Ibn Qayim and al-Izz Ibn Abdul Salam and
others. 4 7

It seems that Mahmassani believes that codification exists in the third
stage of development, which is a new stage that depends on the concept of
ijtihad (jurisprudence), on non-dependence on a certain school, and on the
over-arching guiding principle of benefiting human beings. In this concep-
tion, Mahmassani depends on the Andalusian Maliki scholar al-Shatibi, who
is a source of inspiration for modernist Muslims, and on Ibn Qayyim
Jawziyya, who reinterpreted important aspects in the shari'a. Mahmassani
does not ascribe importance to the fact that this development was not made
by the scholars themselves, but instead sees this as a new stage in the devel-
opment of Islamic law.

Several points can be drawn from the codification debates in Egypt and
Saudi Arabia, and from the debates among contemporary scholars. Most ob-
viously, it is clear that codification is a controversial and problematic pro-

45 AWDAA AL-SHAR'IYYAH F AL-DUWAL AL-'ARABIYYAH MADIHA WA HADHIRUHA (3rd ed.

1965).
46 Id. at 176-81.
47 Id. at 201.



cess. We also see that codification of Islamic law actually represents a
change in the classical structure of Islamic law. Interference by the imam
(the political sovereign) will put an end to the concept of Islamic law as a
space which is, in principle, autonomous. It is a space that has been created
by the 'ulama' in their writings and by the muftis' fatwas (expert opinions).
Codification, however, moves the center of control from the 'ulama' to the
state. Aharon Layish pointed out that codification changes Islamic law from
a "Jurists' Law" into a "Statutory Law." 48 However, though the 'ulama' loses
a considerable part of their past autonomy, an Islamic government codifying
the shari'a still cannot completely eliminate the writings of the 'ulama' be-
cause the government would risk losing its legitimacy. Despite the institu-
tionalization of the 'ulama' and their being subject to state authority,
sometimes they are not servants of or spokesmen for the regime.4 9

Although codification of Islamic law is clearly something novel, or is at
least a departure from the classical legal model, I do not claim that codified
Islamic law is somehow unauthentic or un-Islamic. In my view, any law that
undergoes a process of codification does not remain the same. The mere
procedure of codification changes the law. This does not mean, however,
that codified law ceases to be Islamic. The Islamic aspect of the law is an
issue connected to time and circumstance. According to dynamic conception
(which I maintain), codification is likely to lead to a law which is different
from the classical law, but is still Islamic law. The difference lies in the
transfer of authority from the "ulama" to the state. In the other conception,
there is an implicit assumption according to which codification is a sign of
modernism.50 Islam is anti-modem, and it is not possible to mix two such
contradictory elements.

The discussion between those who support the thesis of development
and those who support the thesis of "end of Islamic law" is thus actually a
discussion about the identity or essence of Islamic law. According to those
who oppose codification, Islamic law is essentially the law of the religious
scholars, and any deviation from this model alters the essence of Islamic law.

Supporters of codification, however, would argue that most of the Arab
countries that have codified family law have done so in a way that is faithful
to the essential teachings of classical Islamic law, even though they have

48 Layish, supra note 40, at 85.
49 Tamir Moustafa, Conflict and Cooperation Between the State and Religious Institutions in

Contemporary Egypt, 32 INTL J. MIDDLE EAST STUD. 3 (2000).
5 BRUNO OPPETIT, Essm SUR LA CODIFICATION 8 (1998).
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changed these teachings in various ways.5 If we do not see this as a stage in
the development of Islamic law, it means that we see Islamic law as stopping
at a certain period, or as being incapable of developing into something be-
yond jurists' law. In other words, there is a strong connection between the
concept that a law that undergoes codification is not Islamic anymore, and
the concept that Islamic law stopped at a certain period in history. This is a
static approach to Islamic law and society.52

b. The Ottoman Family Law and its Application in Israel

The application of the Ottoman Family Law in Israel demonstrates the
degree to which codification transfers legislative power from the qadis to the
state and transforms the nature of the Islamic law that is being applied in the
courts that use the code. There are three reasons for these consequences.
First, because the code removes Islamic law from the context of the classical
sources, the qadis themselves apply the law in a way that diverges from
classical practice. Second, the decisions of the Shari'a Courts in Israel are
subject to the review of the Israeli High Court of Justice. Since this court can
refer to the Ottoman Family Law to judge the veracity of Shari'a Court judg-
ments, it is also applying, or at least reviewing the application of, shari'a law
without reference to classical sources, including the Qu'an and sunna. Fi-
nally, the codified Islamic law applied in Israel has been rendered static,
because there is no representative body that can amend or supplement it.

In 1917, during the First World War, the Ottoman government enacted
the Ottoman Family Law,53 which represented the first codification of family
law in the Islamic world. This law applied to the Jewish and Christian com-
munities in the Ottoman Empire as well as to the Muslim communities.
Clause 156 of this law nullified the authority of the Community Courts and
broadened the range of the authority of application given to the Shari'a
Courts. The law was heavily criticized by both non-Muslim communities

51 JOHN L. ESPOSITO & NATANA i. DELONG-BAS, WOMEN IN MUSLIM FAMILY LAW (2d ed.
2001); ABDULLAH ANAIM, ISLAMIC FAMILY LAW IN A CHANGING WORLD: A GLOBAL RE-

SOURCE BOOK (2002).
52 Moussa Abou Ramadan, Note on the Misperception of the European Court of Human

Rights on Shari'a, 23 NORDIC J. Hum. RTs. 375 (2005).
53 On this law see M. Akif Aydin, The Codification of the Islamic-Ottoman Family Law and

the Decree of Hukuk-i Aile, in 3 THE GREAT OTTOMAN-TURKISH CIVILISATION 705-13 (Kemal
Cigek ed., 2000); ROBERT H. EISENMAN, ISLAMIC LAW IN PALESTINE AND ISRAEL: A HISTORY

OF THE SURVIVAL OF TANZIMAT AND SHARIA IN THE BRITISH MANDATE AND THE JEWISH

STATE (1978); Judith E. Tucker, Revisiting Reform: Women and the Ottoman Law of Family
Rights, 6 ARAB STUD. J. 4-17 (1996); AHARON LAYISH, WOMEN AND ISLAMIC LAW IN A NON-

MUSLIM STATE (1975).
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and many Islamists. The Islamist critics objected to the law's dependence on
non-Hanafi schools. This criticism ultimately led to the abolition of the law
on June 19, 1919, by Sheikh al-Islam Mustafa Effendi. 54

In spite of its abolition within the Ottoman Empire, on October 25,
1919, the Family Law was adopted by the British in the territories under their
control, and they applied it only to Muslims. 55 Thus, the application of the
law upon Muslims was enacted by a non-Muslim government. The sub-
stance of the law was adopted by a Muslim Sultan, but its application in
Mandatory Palestine was performed by non-Muslims.

In the Mandatory period, it was decided that in the case of a conflict
between the Ottoman Family Law and the shari'a, the Family Law pre-
vailed.56 Thus, the Ottoman Family Law is not shari'a, because if the Otto-
man Family Law were shari'a, then there could be no conflict between them.

In Israel, there is no religious institution or body that can properly be
called the 'ulama'. In the absence of the Supreme Muslim Council after the
establishment of the State of Israel, the 'ulama' disappeared. As there is no
institute or body that represents the Muslims in Israel, the law that was en-
acted by the Ottoman government (the Sultan of the Muslims) takes ancillary
validity. In other words, it is no longer possible to implement a new law that
will organize the personal status affairs of Muslims in Israel, since there is no
community organization that can adopt such a law. This is different from
other communities, like the recognized Christian and Druze communities.
These communities adopt law that is applied to personal status issues by the
religious courts of those communities. Personal status law in the Jewish
community is drawn from the Torah, not from codified Jewish law.57

When the Ottoman Family Law was passed, it was considered revolu-
tionary as compared to the law applied in the rest of the Muslim world at that
time. The law adopted various ideas from different schools. For example,
the woman's ability to put a condition in her marriage agreement that pre-
vents her husband from marrying another woman was taken from Hanbali
jurisprudence. Similarly, the woman's ability to end her marriage due to non-
payment of support, or because of her husband's absence from home, was
based on the Maliki school. The most important development is the recogni-

5 Aydin Id. at 711.
s5 An Ordinance to Provide for the Application of the Ottoman Family Law of Oct. 15,1333

A.H., in 2 LEGISLATION OF PALESTINE 1918-1925, supra note 18 at 48.
56 ROBERT H. EISENMAN, ISLAMIC LAW IN PALESTINE AND ISRAEL, A HISTORY OF THE SUR-

VIVAL OF TANZIMAT AND SHARIA IN THE BRITISH MANDATE AND THE JEWISH STATE 50, 62
(1978). See also E. Vitta, The Conflict of Laws in Matters of Personal Status in Palestine 145-
48 (1947); Moshe Silberg, Personal Status in Israel 21, 27-28 (1958) (Hebrew).

57 Law of Judgment of Rabbinical Courts (Marriage and Divorce) of 1953, S.H. 165.
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tion of conflict and quarrel alone as grounds for divorce, as clause 130 of the
Ottoman Family Law explains:

If niza' wa-shiqaq (quarrels and disagreements) arise between the
spouses, and one of them appeals to the judge, the judge will nominate
two arbitrators from the couple's families, and if two arbitrators from the
families are not available, or if they do not have the required qualities, the
judge will nominate suitable arbitrators who are not from the families.
The arbitrators hold a session and hear the complaints of the two sides
and their arguments. The arbitrators try to the best of their ability to
make them (the spouses) compromise and make peace. If it is impossible
[to compromise] because of the husband, the arbitrators judge that the
marriage should be dissolved, but if the wife [is to blame], the arbitrators
cancel her right to dower entirely or partially. If the arbitrators disagree
on the decision, the judge nominates another set of suitable arbitrators, or
a third arbitrator who is not from the families. This decision will be final
and cannot be appealed.58

We will now turn to the application of clause 130 in the Israeli Shari'a
Courts to understand the way the application of the Ottoman Family Law
differed from classical Islamic legal practice.

After a long hesitation, the Shari'a Courts in Israel began using clause
130. This clause has become the main ground on which divorces among
Muslims in Israel are sought. In implementing this clause, the qadis nomi-
nate arbitrators, sometimes without even consulting with the two sides, and
without committing to appointing family members as arbitrators. The courts
also interfered in the decisions of the arbitrators. This represents a departure
from the classical texts of the Maliki school, the school from which clause
130 was drawn. According to the Maliki school, arbitrators, not the qadi,
dissolve the marriage. 59 Even if the arbitrators were nominated by the qadi,
and their decision disagrees with his, the qadi cannot change the decision of
the arbitrators. 60 As the Maliki scholar 'Abd al-Wahhab al-Baghdadi (d. 422/
1031) summarized, the two arbitrators have the authority to dissolve the mar-
riage, whether the qadi agrees or not: "If they (arbitrators) cannot [reconcile
the couple], and decide to dissolve the marriage, they can do so, and if they
think they should take something from her, they should, and this will be their

58 S. D. GOITEIN & A. BEN SHEMESH, MUSLIM LAW IN ISRAEL 275-76 (1957) (Hebrew).
59 KHURASHI, 3 AL-KHURASHI' 'ALA MUKHTASAR SIDi KHALIL 9 (1980); MUHAMMAD AL-

KHATAB, 4 MAWAHIB AL-JALIL Li SHARH MUKHTASAR KHALIL 16-17 (1969).
60 MUHAMMAD 'ARAFA AL-DussuQi, 2 HASHIYAT AL-DussuQi 'ALA AL-SHARH AL-KABIR

344 (n.d.).
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rule without authorization (tawkil), whether the qadi of the district agrees
with it or disagrees."6'

The Shari'a Court of Appeals was aware that its position on the Court's
ability to interfere with the arbitrators' decisions was problematic, and that
there was a shortage of shari'a sources that would support such an interpreta-
tion. The Court therefore referred to the secular theories of "inherent juris-
diction" and "public order" to implement clause 130 in the way it desired. 62

The decisions of the Shari'a Court of Appeals are also subject to review
by the highest court in Israel, the High Court of Justice. In Ali Hamza v. The
Shari'a Court of Appeals in Jerusalem and Others, the High Court of Justice
discussed the issue of the "essence" of the decision of arbitrators. 63 The dis-
cussion focused on clause 130 in fine and the question of whether the arbitra-
tors' decision can be appealed. Clause 130 in fine states that "the decision of
these (arbitrators) will be final and it is not subject to appeal against." The
District Shari'a Court thus adopted the arbitrator's decision denying the wo-
man her right to take part of the dowry (mahr). The Shari'a Court of Ap-
peals, however, overturned this decision and granted the wife the right to get
her full dowry (mahr). The High Court of Justice interpreted the Family
Law literally, although it was intended to reflect Maliki law. Thus, it dealt
with Clause 130 without referring to classical sources in its interpretation:

The way in which the article is interpreted will answer the question if the
Shari'a Court of Appeals has deviated from its authority by interfering in
the decision of the shari'a Regional Court that adopted the decision of the
arbitrators, who were nominated according to Article 130 of the law. If
there is really ultra vires (deviation from authority) according to Article
130, this Court, being a High Court of Justice, has the authority to inter-
fere in the judgment of the Shari'a Court of Appeals according to Article
15 (d) (4) of the Basic Law: Adjudication. On the other hand, if there is
no deviation from authority, then, according to the argument of the peti-
tioner, the Court, being a High Court of Justice, should not interfere with
the judgment of the [shari'a] Court, whose interpretation of the facts of
the events regarding case in view are based on shari'a law.6

The Court continued:

My opinion is that the correct interpretation of the trial in controversy is
that the finality mentioned in it [clause 130] means that from the given
stage, the issue moves to the decision of the Religious Court that ap-

61 'ABD AL-WAHAB AL-BAGHDADI, 2 AL-MA'UNA AKTABAT NIZAR MUSTAFA AL-BAZ 875
(1995).

62 A 115 and 135/00 of 10/12/2000.
63 H.C.J. 9347/99 Ali Hamza v. The Shari'a Court of Appeals in Jerusalem and Others P.D.

55(2) at 592.
64 Id. at 597.
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pointed the arbitrators. At this stage, the arbitrators have finished their
role, and the Shari'a Court has to make its judgment. The court uses the
term "the decision of these," with "these" referring to the "arbitrators,"
while the purpose of writing "finality" is that their decision is "final."
This means that the decision given by the arbitrators is the final one,
before the Shari'a Court makes its judgment. The procedure of arbitra-
tion according to clause 130 has been made. At this stage, the Shari'a
Court has to make a judgment about the conflict when the decision of the
arbitrators stands before it. This does not mean that the Shari'a Court
may not return the case to the arbitrators. What is certain at this stage is
that the arbitrators have finished their job, and their decision is "final."
The issue is moved to the judgment of the Shari'a Court. This interpreta-
tion is in line with the fact that in order for the separation between the
spouses to take effect, it is necessary to obtain a judgment from the
Shari'a Court. The arbitrators' decision in itself does not dissolve the
marriage. It is possible to register the divorce according to the law
(clause 131) only after the Court issues a judgment. It is not reasonable
to interpret the judgment in contention in such a way as to render part of
the law superfluous. For why else would the Court have to review the
arbitrators decision but to consider whether to accept it or reject it?65

The High Court of Justice reached this conclusion by interpreting clause 130
without consulting the Qu'an and the classical Maliki sources. Instead, it
found Islamic legitimacy in the judgments of the Shari'a Court of Appeals:

It seems that the Shari'a Court interferes in the arbitrators' conclusion
when it finds that the conclusion does not suit the facts of the event or
that it is not based on well-established evidence. It is possible also to see
that in certain circumstances, the Court returns the discussion to the level
of arbitration. This means that, from applied practice, it appears that the
Court has authority to interfere in the judgment of the arbitrators, and the
trial in contention is interpreted in this way.66

Thus the Shari'a Court interferes in the conclusions of the arbitrators when it
finds that the conclusion does not fit the facts of the case, or is not based on
well-established evidence. Ali Hamza says that from this customary practice
we find out that the court has authority to interfere in the decisions of the
arbitrators, and the judgment in dispute is explained in this way. 6 7

The example of Clause 130 demonstrates how the codification of Maliki
law departed from classical Maliki practice and also facilitated the seculari-
zation of Islamic law. The judgment of the Shari'a Court of Appeals devel-
oped and changed Islamic law without reference to the classical sources,6 8

65 Id. at 598.
66 Id. at 600.
67 Id.
68 Some possibilities of interference in the arbitrators' ruling: The Shari'a Court can interfere

if the report of the arbitrators contradicts justice (A 197/97 of 28/12/1997 AL-KASHSHAF 1997
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and the High Court of Justice further endorsed the changes by separating the
interpretation of clause 130 from Maliki law.

From the discussion above it is evident that the High Court of Justice
thinks that, on the one hand, ordinary interpretation leads to the conclusion
that the arbitrator reached, but on the other hand, it is important to point out
that this is also an interpretation of the Shari'a Court of Appeals. The High
Court does not feel at ease in its role as a "high interpreter" for a shari'a
decision. Therefore, it supports its position by referring to the Shari'a Court
of Appeals. It is possible to see the Ali Hamza judgment as a dialogue be-
tween the Shari'a Court of Appeals and the High Court of Justice.

A second example of the transformation and secularization of classical
Islamic law resulting from codification relates to the registration of marriage.
In the case of Mahmud Ahmad Yahya v. the Minister of Religious Affairs and
Others,69 the question arose as to which authority is empowered to register
Muslim marriages. Is it the qadi or someone authorized by him who regis-
ters the marriage, or is it the imam70 as ordained in the Registration of Mar-
riage and Divorce Ordinance of 1919?71 The Ordinance maintains that
"Every marriage shall be registered at the time of its celebration by the Au-
thority celebrating it, i.e., for Moslems by the Imam."72 On the other hand,
clause 37 of the Ottoman Family Law holds that "the judge has, who is in the
dwelling place of either side, or his substitute by a special authorization, to
conduct it and register it [the marriage]."73 The High Court of Justice inter-
preted the normative clash between the two orders as a clash between two
ordinary laws, without referring to classical Islamic law.

A third example is related to the age of marriage. As mentioned above,
the Islamic family law applied in Israel deviates from classical Islamic law.
In a conflict between classical and codified family law, the latter will be
preferred. This is clearly the attitude of Judge Levi in Muhammad al-Faqir
and Others v. the Attorney General:

Regarding the personal status of the Muslims in Israel, the order of the
Moslem Family Law (sic), 1919 . . . - the Ottoman Family Law, 1917
("Financial Year" 1333). Only if the orders of this law require interpreta-

(2) at 339) or if the arbitrators ignore facts and evidence (A 161/97 of 24/12/1997 AL-KASH-

SHAF 1997 (2) at 339).
69 H.C.J. 5429/91 Mahmud Ahmad Yahya v. the Minister of Religious Affairs and Others

P.D. 47(5) at 873.
70 Imam can refer to either a state president or the person in charge of conducting the prayer

in the mosque. Here it refers to the latter.
7' Text in I LEGISLATION OF PALESTINE 1918-1925, 57-58 (Norman Bentwich ed., 1926).
72 Id.
73 S. D. GorrBIN & A. BEN SHEMESH, MUSLIM LAW IN ISRAEL 275-76 (1957) (Hebrew).
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tion or complementation, but not contradiction, can we depend on - as
two learned attorneys have already done before us - on the orders of: "the
Muslim personal law according to the Hanafi way,"and the treatise of
Muhammad Qadri Pasha, which reflects the "accepted" Islamic law (the
Hanafi), show that the Ottoman Muslim Law, diverts from it in several
important issues.74

However, when we encounter an issue that is not addressed in the Ottoman
Family Law, the High Court of Justice does not deal with it on a substantive
level. Su'ad Qassim Badarne v. Qadi Faruq Zu'bi and Others75 discussed
the following question: Does a late agreement of the husband and wife re-
garding postponed dowry (mahr), whether by decrease or increase of prop-
erty, require certification of the Shari'a Court as a condition for its validity
and effect? The court held, "We do not think that we have the power to
decide regarding the question in dispute which is related to the law that exists
in the authority of the Shari'a Court."76

This decision reinforces my argument that the fields of shari'a that have
undergone a process of codification make the process of secularization of the
Islamic law in these fields easier. As in the Hamza case, where the Supreme
Court had to deal with a codified article of the Ottoman Family Law, the
Supreme Court interpreted the article as if it were a normal statute with no
religious foundations. When the Supreme Court had to deal with an issue of
Islamic law which had not undergone a process of codification, as for exam-
ple in the case of Qassim Badarne the Court did not interfere directly to put
interpretation in place of the interpretation of the Shari'a Court.

The State laws derives legitimacy for its judicial review of Shari'a
Court decisions from the Shari'a Court itself, which has ruled that there is no
ijtihad when there is a nass (text).77 The concept of nass78 has several
meanings, one of which offers a degree of clarity.79 It can also mean the
Koran and sunna, and this is its common meaning.80

74 I.P. 353/62 Muhammad al-Faqir and Others v. the Attorney General, P.D. 18 (4) at 200,
220, 221.

75 H.C.J. 93/2002. Su'ad Qassim Badarne v. Qadi Faruq Zu'bi and Others (unpublished) of
2/3/2003.

76 Id.
77 A 6/96 of 27/2/1996, AL-KASHSHAF, 1996 at 19.
78 On the term "nass" see Gideon Libson, On the Development of Custom as a Source of

Law in Islamic Law, 4(2) ISLAMIc L. & Soc. 131,142 (1997).
79 WAEL B. HALLAQ, HISTORY OF LEGAL THEORIES (1997).
80 IBN HAZM AL-ANDALUSI, MULAKHAS IBTAL AL-QIYAS WA AL-RAWI WAL- ISTIHSAN WA

AL-TAQLIQ WA AL-TA LIL (1960). Ibn Hazm is opposed to the use of analogy or even ljtihad
when there is a text (nass), and the text for him is the Qu'an and Sunna. See for example pages
41-42 of AL-ANDALUSI's aforementioned work: "If they ask: When is it allowed to do Ijtihad
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2. Secularization and Israelization (Emptying)

The term "emptying," like the term "secularization," is problematic be-
cause it can imply a change in the essence of Islamic law, and any deviation
from this essence can constitute an emptying of classical Islamic law through
the process of secularization. I am not talking here about the end of Islamic
law, but only about a change in its essence. Emptying refers to those parts of
classical Islamic law that have undergone a process of secularization through
codification in the Ottoman Family Law as well as other parts that did not
undergo a process of codification, such as the issues of maintenance of
children.

Emptying takes place in different stages. In the first stage, Islamic law
is limited in its application to issues of personal status and endowment. The
second stage empties these issues of their content by issuing unified territo-
rial legislation that binds all the members of the various religious communi-
ties, including Muslims. In many fields the application of religious personal
status law has been replaced by the application of unified territorial laws.

This section will examine marriage, divorce, and management of waqfs,
or religious endowments, three areas which are allegedly under the exclusive
jurisdiction of the Shari'a Courts, and demonstrate how even these fields
have been "emptied" of their religious content by the application of Israeli
territorial law. This section will not deal comprehensively with classical Is-
lamic laws of marriage, divorce, and endowment.

a. Marriage

According to classical Islamic law, there is no need to register an agree-
ment of marriage, nor is the presence of a representative of the qadi or any
religious authority required. Moreover, there is no need for any religious
ceremony or rite. Marriage is performed by offer and acceptance and the
presence of two witnesses. 8 ' Clause 33 of the Ottoman Family Law, how-

regarding 'dalil' (evidence), and we said: Anytime: because the evidence (dalil) is the miracle,
and Ijtihad is the requirement of divine rule from Koran and Sunna only." See alSO AL-JURJANI

(Hanafi who died in 816), AL-TA RIFAT 215 (Sharikat wa Matba'at Mustafa al-Babi al-Halabi).
For the different meanings of 'text/nass' see: MUHAMMAD AMARA, AL-NASS AL-ISLAMI
BAYNA AL-LIJTIHAD WA AL-JUMUD AL-TAHARIYYA 28-33 (1998).

8I In regards to the characteristics of the Marriage Contract as a consensual contract, it

should be pointed out that this does not require any formality. Also, for dealings of some
Muslim countries with this issue, see Y LILANT DE BELLEFONDS, TRAITE DE DROIT
MUSULMAN COMPARE LE MARIAGE: LA DisSOLUTION Du MARIAGE 39-43 (1965); AL-
QUDURI, MUKHTASAR AL-QUDURI 145 (1997); AL KASANI, BADA'I AL-KASANI, 2 BADAI' AL-
SANAi 344, 376 (1996); AL-MARGHINANI, I AL-HIDAYA SHARH AL-BIDAYAT AL-MUBTADI
224 (Shariqat Dar Al-Arqam Bin Al-Arqman, n.d.).
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ever, requires an advance announcement of the marriage. Clause 37 allows a
governmental agent, the qadi, to interfere in the process of marriage registra-
tion. The Marriage Registration Ordinance of 1919 requires that the imam
register marriages. The Yahya judgment 82 interpreted this as vesting regis-
tration authority in a person appointed by the qadi. Anyone who violates any
of the orders of the edict will be subject to criminal punishment.

b. Marriage Age

According to the Hanafi school, a mature girl can contract a marriage
without the consent of, or representation by, anyone else, while a minor girl
can only be married if represented by a custodian. After the girl reaches the
age of maturity, she can choose to dissolve her marriage with the qadi's per-
mission.83 On the other hand, if the custodian is her father or grandfather,
the custodian has the authority to contract a marriage on her behalf, and she
cannot dissolve it by herself when she reaches the age of majority. The cus-
todians are agents, and Islamic law books include a long list of those who
have the right to custody.8 4 When no male agents are available, female cus-
todians are acceptable. 5

The Ottoman Family Law limited the age of marriage to seventeen,
without finding support for this restriction in Islamic law. Therefore, this can

82 H.C.J. 5429/91 Mahmud Ahmad Yahya v. the Minister of Religious Affairs and Others
P.D. 47(5) at 873.

83 HALABI, I MULTAQA AL-ABHUR 243-45 (1899); AL-NAFSI, KANZ AL-DAQA'IQ 39 (2006);
AL-KASANI, 2 BADA'I AL-SANAI 361-62 (1996). For a description of Maturity see Mahmoud
Yazbak, Minor Marriages and Khiyar al-Bulugh in Ottoman Palestine: A Note on Women's
Strategies in a Patriarchal Society, 9(3) ISLAMIC L. & Soc. 386-409 (2002); IRN NUJAYM, 3
AL-BAHR AL-RA'IQ 211-12 (1997).
8 IBN NUJAYM Id. at 210.
8s IN NUJAYM Id. at 217. We can find a precise and clear summary in AL-QUDURI,

MUKHTASSAR AL-QUDURI (1997) at 146:
The marriage of the minor male and minor female will be valid if the custodian had
them married, whether the minor female is a virgin or not, and the custodian is the
genetic relative, or if the father and the grandfather had her marry, she has no
possibility to choose the option of breaking up the marriage after they reach the age
of maturity. In case neither the father nor the grandfather had her marry, each of
them has the option to choose the breaking up of the marriage, if they reach matur-
ity, or continue the validity of marriage. There is no custody on a slave, or a child,
and on an insane girl or on a kafir in Islam. Abu Hanifa said that non-family agents
such as the mother's sister, are also allowed to have a minor marry. . . and if the
relative custodian is absent, and his/ her absence implies disconnection, it is al-
lowed to the next one in the list to make the girl marry. Absence that does not
include connection means to be in a country where caravans reach it only once a
year.



be considered an edict that constitutes a reform. The Law of Marriage Age 6

limited the marriage age of girls to seventeen. In 1998 a minimum marriage
age for boys was set as well.87

The High Court of Justice clearly decided customs do not constitute a
relevant reason to deviate from these rules.88 However, the court is allowed
to license an immature marriage if it has weighed all relevant considerations
and interests.89

Here also, the Hanafi law has been emptied of its content by the Otto-
man Family Law, which limited the marriage age. The Marriage Age Law
strengthened these orders by criminalizing the marriage of minors. In addi-
tion, it created a cause for the dissolution of such a marriage. In fact, this law
deprived the Shari'a Courts of its jurisdiction over this issue, and moved it to
the District Courts, and, today, to the Court of Family Affairs. Custodial
agents are also deprived of their control over the Muslim family. The law
nullified the patriarchal features of classical Muslim family laws.

c. Polygamy

There is no doubt that polygamy is an issue that provokes many West-
em critics of Islam. Reformist Muslims also turned this issue into a litmus
test of one's reformist status.90 There is no disagreement between the Sunni
scholars that the Qu'an permits a man to take up to four wives. The argument
between other groups is related to the number of wives. The fuqaha also
present the concept of qisma by arguing that the husband should treat his
wives with equality. 91

In the nineteenth century, with the advent of the reformation movement
started by Muhammad 'Abdu (1905), emphasis was placed on the limitation
of polygamy. 92 In the Arab world, the states are divided into different groups

86 Law of Age of Marriage, S.H.1950 at 286.
87 S.H. 1963 at 318.
88 I.E. 690/77 Ifaf Ahmad Khnefis v. State of Israel P.D. 30 (1) at 531 (A case of a Druze

couple); I.E. 501/81 General Attorney v. Someone and Others, P.D. 30 (4) at 430 (A case of a
Druze couple).

89 I.E. 741/85 The General Attorney v. Zahra Saqourah, P.D. 39 (4) at 651.
90 Ahmed E. Souaiaia, From Transitory Status to Perpetual Sententia: Rethinking Polygamy

in Islamic Traditions, 2(3) HAWWA 290 (2004).
91 Moussa Abou Ramadan, Notes on Shari'a, Human Rights, Democracy and the European

Court of Human Rights, ISRAEL L. REv. (Forthcoming).
92 For more on the reformist trend see M.A. ZAKI BADAWI, THE REFORMERS OF EGYPT

(1978); TARIQ RAMADAN, Aux, SOURCES Du RENOUVEAU MUSULMAN: D'AL-AFGHANI HAS-
SAN AL-BANA UN SIECLE DE REFORMISME ISLAMIQUE (1998); WAEL HALLAQ, A HISTORY OF
ISLAMIC LEGAL THEORIES (1997); Aharon Layish, The Contribution of the Modernists to the
Seculariization of Islamic Law 14 MIDDLE EASTERN STUD. 263-77 (1978); J. JOMIER, LE COM-
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regarding polygamy. One group includes the states that permitted polygamy,
while another group includes states that tried to limit polygamy through the
courts. A third group includes the one country that has entirely abolished
polygamy.93

The Ottoman Family Law obviously acknowledges polygamy. How-
ever, it allows the wife to contract for limitations on polygamy by demanding
that if the husband tries to marry another wife, the existing marriage will be
considered nullified, according to Clause 38 of the Ottoman Family Law.
This clause partially depends on the Hanbali school.94

The law in Israel employs a dualistic approach to polygamy. On the one

hand, there is an aversion to polygamy which is expressed in a normative

MENTAIRE CORANIQUE Du MANAR TENDANCES MODERNEs DE L'EXEGESE CORANIQE EN

EGYPTE 191-235 (1954).
93 The first group includes Syria. In Clause 37 of the Law of the Syrian Personal Status,

1953, there is a prohibition to marry a fifth wife, but there is no legal limitation on polygamy.

MUSTAFA AL SIBAI, 1 SHARH QANUN AL-AHWAL AL-SHAKHSIYA 167 (9th ed. 2001).
The second group includes procedural limitation on polygamy: the Algerian Law (Clause

8, Law of the Family, Ben Aknoon, Diwan al-Matboo'at al-Jami'iyyah, 1993) allows polygamy

but subject to the conditions of the Shari'a, if the motive is justified, and after a notice to the
second and first wife. However, it also grants the right to the wife who does not agree to ask

for and get divorce.

The most detailed arrangement exists in the The New Family Code no. 70-03 from 2003

(in Publications de la Revue Marocaine dAdministration Locale et du Diveloppement no. 95

(2004): 140). Clause 40 prohibits polygamy if there is doubt of behaving unjustly to the wives

or if there is a condition that prohibits marriage. Here there is a reformist call in Abdu's

tradition which implies that polygamy is conditioned and the husband has to treat his wives

equally, and there is integration between the Hanbali School, which allows conditioning that

the husband should not marry a second wife. Clause 41 puts a condition on the practice of

polygamy by permitting the court to examine if there is an "objective" reason and if the hus-

band can really support two families. The man who is interested in marrying a second wife has

to go to the court (Clause 42). The Court will turn to the first wife to hear her opinion (Clause

43). The Court can permit the polygamous marriage if an "exceptional objective reason "is

given and "the Shari'a conditions are fulfilled" (Clause 44). Clause 45 is the principal clause

and does not depend on any school. This clause mandates that if the court is convinced that it

is impossible to continue the marriage and the first wife confirms her desire to have divorce,

the court in this case hold a special session in which it decides all the rights of the wife and the

children. The husband has to deposit the amount of money that is decided by the court during

seven days. The moment the husband deposits the amount of money, the court judges and

decides "divorce", but if the husband does not deposit the money, this will be considered as a

withdrawal of the husband from his claim to get permission to marry a second wife.

A third group is dealt with in clause 8 in the Tunisian Law. It prohibits polygamous

marriages and considers them a criminal transgression (Majallat al-Ahwal al-Shakhssiyyah of

1986). This is both a civil and a criminal prohibition at the same time.

94 IBN QUDUMA, 'Umdat Al-Fiqh Ala-Madhab Al-Hanbali 95 (2001); see also IsN QUDUMA,

9 ALMUGHNI 246, 346 (2004).
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prohibition on the criminal level. On the other hand, polygamous marriages
are acknowledged on the civil level. This dichotomy exists in the Woman's
Equal Rights Law. Clause 8 (a) of this law nullifies the defense which ex-
isted in clause 181 of the Penalty Law, while Clause 5 holds that "this law is
not intended to harm prohibition laws and permission to marriage and di-
vorce."9 5 This dualism is also reflected in the High Court of Justice decision
49/49 of Milhim Nayef v. the shari'a Judge, Acco and the District P.D. 910
at 8.

On the penalty level, Justice Vitkon held:
Society in our days and country hates the custom of polygamy, and has
decided to eradicate the phenomenon from our life. Society is aware that
in a certain event or one type of events the way of bigamy is likely to
cause less suffering to the individual than the way of divorcing the first
wife, and marrying another instead. The personal consideration is likely
to be an alleviation consideration, but not to the degree of denying the
public consideration, and blurring the negative character of the act.96

Despite the condemnation, the courts do not give severe penalties. In
the Mahamid, mentioned above, the punishment of three months in jail was
abolished and the court was satisfied with imposing a fine. 9 7 Even punish-

95 S.H. 1951 at 248.
96 I.P. 596/73 Hamzi bin Hassan Ali Mahamid v. State of Israel P.D. 28 (1) at 773, 775.
97 T.P. (Jerusalem) 1032/00 State of Israel v. Jihad Hammoud T.P. (Jerusalem) 1032/00

State of Israel v. Jihad Hammoud (unpublished) of 22/04/2004: Someone who committed a
transgression of polygamy was condemned to six months jail, which he served by doing jobs
for public welfare. B.T. 1346/03 State of Israel v. Odeh Bin Ribhi (unpublished) of 19/04/
2004: The defendant was judged for polygamous transgression to six months of actual jail and
12 months of conditional imprisonment. This mitigation took place despite the warning of the
High Court of Justice:

While the appellant married his second wife, thirty years have passed since the law
prohibited polygamy including among the Moslem population. In the first period
after the legislation of the law, there was a room for a slightly tolerant approach, as
the customs of marriage and deciding the family lifestyle do not change in a day.
These are conservative principles in people's lives, and changes take place gradu-
ally, step by step. However, now, after the passing of a substantial period, there is a
point in expecting that the customs of marriage would change and assume the im-
age that the law aspires to achieve. Here we are told that the situation is not like
that, and the instances of polygamous marriages are increasing exactly as the State
claims, when the law is not leaving its imprint on the way of marriage life. There-
fore, it is necessary to change the policy of penalty in a substantial way. The miti-
gating approach was interpreted inappropriately, and some people considered the
law as only a "ruling and did not an obey it", especially that there was no suffering.
Therefore, it should be shown to every violator by force that the State will not deal
with mitigation with anyone who violates the law. There is a danger that the law
will remain as a dead sign.
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ment reflects a dualistic approach to bigamy. On the one hand, bigamy is
classified as criminal trespass, but on the other hand, it is not punished
accordingly.

Through an examination of the civil judgment, it appears that judges do
not always recognize the legal results of polygamous marriages. For exam-
ple, in the case of family unification, it is impossible to demand the unifica-
tion of a polygamous family because the cultural purpose is to eradicate
polygamous marriages. Thus, the High Court of Justice confirmed the policy
of the Ministry of Interior not to approve of applications for family unifica-
tion when the application is submitted by a polygamous family because this
would encourage people to commit such a trespass.98

In the public field, and regarding special payments by the National In-
surance, the legal strategy is different. According to the 1980 Law of Income
Guarantee, payment is decided according to family income. Therefore, when
a claim is made by a polygamous family, the husband formally "divorces" his
wife to bypass the criminal prohibition of polygamy, but he continues living
with her and with his new second wife. His purpose is to obtain more
money, because two family cells enjoy more support than one polygamous
family cell. In this case, the husband tries to prove that his family is not
"polygamous." Therefore, the payment is given to a polygamous cell and not
to two separate family units.

The National Labor Court distinguishes between two separate family
cells and a polygamous cell:

Regarding a polygamous family, where the "husband" of the family lives
in a number of houses (or tents), the application of tests of clause 1, in the
frame of the Law of Social Security, requires examination of circum-
stances, such as: Does the spouse run a common household with his
wife?; Does the wife stay within the family or has she been sent out? Is
there any change in the wife's status because of her divorce or another
event?; does the spouse visit, eat, sleep, or keep his clothes at the spouse's
home?; to whom does the house where the wife lives belong?; how far is
the house where the wife lives from the houses of the other women with
whom the husband lives?; does the spouse pay electricity bills, telephone
bills, of the house where his wife lives?; who receives the children's al-
lowance?; does the wife have a bank account at her bank separate from

I.P. 185/82 Ahmad bin Atiyyeh Jodeh v. The State of Israel P.D. 37 (1) 85 at 88-89.
98 H.C.J. 1226/02 Nimr bin Abdallah Abu Issa and Others v. The Minister of Interior (un-

published of 23/10/2002). See application of this decision at Ministerial Courts: A.M. (Jerusa-
lem) 951/02 Abdallah Maraqa and Others v. Minister of Interior (unpublished) of 17/2/2003;
A.M. (Jerusalem) 510/03 Tabahi and Others v. Minister of Interior (unpublished) of 22/7
2002.
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her husband's account?; does the wife have other sources of income in
addition to those that her husband offers her?99

The criterion thus constitutes a test of reality and not a formal legal
criterion of registration or non-registration of marriage. The National Labor
Court is not interested in supporting "arrangements that harm the status of the
woman, and encourage polygamous families against the law." Still, the
Court takes into consideration the fact that the issue is related to "a com-
pound family cell"100 and the National Insurance will increase its payment
for every additional wife and her children. Here also we notice the ambiva-
lence that is expressed in the desire not to encourage polygamy on the one
hand, and, on the other hand, the desire not to harm the children and the wife
who are living among the same family in an existing reality.

This division between the criminal level and the public level gives rise
to an ambivalent discourse that acknowledges some, but not all, of the spe-
cial results of polygamous marriages. For example, this ambivalence allows
the state to not acknowledge the unification of families, especially when it is
related to Muslim families, and not to allow entitlements to allowances of
income guarantee that ensure payment of high sums by the Institute of the
National Insurance.

d. Divorce

With regard to divorce, which is also within the exclusive jurisdiction of
the Shari'a Courts, we find that the integration between the criminal order
and the interpretations of the High Court of Justice regarding the tortious
aspects of divorce have emptied the institution of divorce of its content.

Marriage is made by consent and agreement of an adult and sane wo-
man, and according to the Hanafi Law, a husband can dissolve the marriage
without his wife's agreement.10 1 Most of the effort of the Hanafi religious
scholars was spent on deciding the type of phrases that can lead to divorce.
Even divorce by joking, divorce by coercion, and divorce by a drunkard can
be valid divorces. 102

9 D. 1004/ 48 Fatmih Deeb Abu Laban v. Institute of National Insurance P.A. 20 at 334,
339.

10 Id. at 340. See application of this direction of the decision: D. 104-136/48 Aziza al-Ubed
and Others v. the Institute of National Insurance P.A. 22 at 309; Ni'mih Ahmad Sliman v. The
Institute of National Insurance, P.A. 22 at 94; D. 117 Hana Hassan Mahameed v. The Institute
of National Insurance D.B.A. 52 at 104.
101 AL-MUWSSILLI, 2 AL-IKHTIYAR Li TA LIL AL-MUKHTAR 193 (1998); AL-QUDURI,

MUKHTASSAR AL-QUDURI (1997).
102 AL-MUWSILLI, 3 AL-IKHTIYAR Li TA LIL AL-MUKHTAR 166-67 (1998).
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Clause 181 of the Penalty Law of 1977 holds that he who dismisses his
wife without her agreement and without the interference of an authorized
court is subject to five years of imprisonment. Though the wording of the
clause is general and theoretically applies to all the different religious com-
munities in Israel, in practice it is intended for Muslims, since classical Mus-
lim law acknowledges unilateral divorce. The High Court of Justice
interpreted the term "in spite of the woman "to mean that the divorce is made
against her will. The District Court differentiates between religious law and
criminal law. Criminal law is interpreted independently for criminal of-
fences. Even if it is possible according to the religious law to issue a judg-
ment retroactively, divorce of the wife by coercion and without a court
judgment is considered a criminal offence. 103

In addition, Israeli Law acknowledges that divorce of a woman against
her will and without a court decision gives her right to compensation. The
court reaches this conclusion through the use of Clause 63 of the Ordinance
of Torts - Violation of Legislated Obligation. This clause holds:

A violator of the Legislated Obligation is one who does not perform obli-
gation that is laid upon him according to any statute - except this ordi-
nance - and the statute, according to its correct interpretation, is intended
to do good and defend another person, and the violation has caused harm
to the person of the same kind or nature of the harm that the statute in-
tended to; but the other person is not innocent because of the violation of
the remedy that is interpreted in this ordinance, if the legislator intended
to issue this remedy.

The legislatures in some Arab countries have introduced an article in
their personal status law to compensate women for unilateral divorce. It is
called talaq ta'asufi.1" The article is based on the idea of abuse of rights.
The man has unilateral right to divorce, but he should not abuse this right. 105

103 T.P. (Tel-Aviv) 775/79 State of Israel v. Diab Issawi P.M. 1980(2) at 381.

104 Art. 134 of the Jordanian Law of Personal Status of 1976; Art. 117 of the Syrian Law of
Personal Status of 1953 (amended 1975). See JAMAL J. NASIR, THE ISLAMIC LAW OF PER-

SONAL STATUS 135-36 (2002); MUSTAFA ALSIBAI, SHARH QANUN AL AHWAL AL-SHAKHSIAY

243-44 (9th ed. 2001) (The author accepted that this rule is new but said that this rule is based

on "al-siyasa al-sar'iya. "). Some Muslim scholars oppose the compensation. Abu Zahra, who

taught Islamic Law in the Cairo Law Faculty and wrote several books on Islamic law, is

against compensation for talaq alta'asufi. See MUHAMMAD ABU ZAHRA, AL-AHWAL AL-

SHAKHSIYYA 285-86 (1957).
105 When one exercises his rights he cannot be responsible for harm caused to another

("nemimen laedit qui suo jure utitur"). But the theory of abuse of rights relativizes one's

exercise of one's rights and limits these rights, particularly when the rights are used to harm a

third party. This concept was developed by the French civil doctrine; see FRANCOIS TERRE,

PHILIPPE SIMLER YVEs LEQUETTE, DROIT CIVIL LES OBLIGATIONs 661-66 (1993). Some schol-
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The Shari'a Court of Appeals in Israel refused to follow this line of thinking
for two reasons. 10 6 The first was that this rule of talaq ta'asufi has no ac-
cepted shari'a basis. The second is that a Muslim woman can sue her hus-
band in civil court and the man could be prosecuted by the state.

The connection of a criminal violation to a tort violation was first made
in Sultan v. Sultan.10 7 The tortious dimension was further reinforced in
Massrawi v. Massrawi.0 8 In this case, the husband divorced his wife against
her will, and she submitted a claim for payment for torts that amounted to
100,000 NIS. The District Court rejected her claim on grounds that she did
not prove the tort. The High Court of Justice held:

Therefore, as torts have been caused to the prosecutor as a result of her
divorce against her will, and the appellee has committed a transgression
according to clause 181 of the Penalty Law, 1977, there is no doubt at all.
This means that even in absence of evidence to real torts to the prosecu-
tor, the Court should judge giving a valued compensation for a general
tort that will surely be caused as a result of dissolving of marriage con-
nection by the respondent against the wife's will. 109

However, the High Court of Justice granted her 30,000 NIS as compensation
for the tort without explaining why it should be this amount rather than a
different one.

Integration between criminal and civil sanctions emptied Clauses 102
and 118 of the Ottoman Family Law of their essence when they dealt with
divorce (talaq) as unilateral divorce. Today, Muslim divorce in Israel is de-
cided according to clause 130 of the Ottoman Family Law."10 This law also
has undergone a process of secularization - see the decision of Hamza Ali
discussed above, for example. Here, it is possible to say that codification
decreased the use of Islamic law books on the issue of divorce, while integra-
tion between tort orders and criminal orders increased the clauses in the Otto-
man Family Law that deal with the issue of divorce (talaq) and routed the
laws of Muslim divorces to clause 130, which itself has undergone a process
of secularization. "

ars tried to anchor this theory in Islamic law. See MAHHMOUD FATHY, LA NOTION DE L'ABUs
DES DROITs DANS LA JURISPRUDENCE MUSULMANE (1912).

1o6 A 259/2003 of 27/1/2004.
107 I.E. 245/81 Sultan v. Sultan P.D. 38(3) at 169. See application of this religious law at the

District Court in Tel Aviv-Yafo: I.E. 1095/94 Farid Jaber v. Atfa Jaber P.D. 50 (1) at 458.
108 I.E 1730/92 Massrawi v. Massrawi (unpublished) of 29/3/1995.
109 Id.

110 Regarding Religious Law sources of this clause and the interpretation of the Shari'a Court
of Appeals, see Moussa Abou Ramadan, Divorce Reform in the Shari'a Court of Appeals in
Israel (1992-2003), 6(2) IsLAMIc L. & Soc'y 242 (2006).

I Id.
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e. The Waqf

A final example of Israeli territorial law interfering with the exclusive
jurisdiction of the Shari'a Courts, and ultimately emptying that jurisdiction
of its religious significance, is the case of the waqf. This section will argue
that although the state eventually gave jurisdiction over waqf management to
the Shari'a Courts, this jurisdiction is of little significance because most en-
dowment property underwent a process of dispossession whereby the rules of
endowments no longer apply to such property. Although the Shari'a Courts
are given exclusive jurisdiction over the endowments they are not able to
apply the classical rules of endowment management.

The waqf played a central role in Muslim societies in areas such as
helping the poor and supporting education.112 We can understand this insti-
tution through the observation of Ibn Battutah, who visited Damascus in 726
AH and said of the waqf:

The variety and expenditure of religious endowments at Damascus are
beyond computation. There are endowments in aid of persons who can-
not undertake the pilgrimage to Makkah, out of which are paid the ex-
penses of those who go in their stead. There are other endowments for
supplying wedding gifts to girls whose families are unable to provide
them and others for the freeing of prisoners. There are endowments for
travelers out of revenues of which they are given good clothing, and the
expenses of conveyance to their countries. Then, there are endowments
for the improvement and paving of the streets, as all the lanes in Damas-
cus have pavements either side, on which the foot passengers walk, while
those who ride use the roadway in the center. Besides these there are
endowments for other charitable purposes.113

The waqf is a judicial institution, recognized by Islamic law, in which an
individual can endow some property for a specific purpose. The endowed
property cannot be passed as legacy, sold or given as a gift. The endowed
property becomes God's property and is no longer owned by the endower.114
The mutawalli or ma'mur is in charge of the endowments and manages them.
The endower himself can act as a mutawalli, but if he does not work for the
benefit of the endowment, he will be dismissed. The endowments have

112 MARIAM HOEXTER, ENDOWMENTS, RULERS AND COMMUNITY: WAQFS AL-HARAMAYN IN

OrrOMAN ALGIERS (1998). On a survey of the issues of waqfs see Miriam Hoexter, Waqf
Studies in the Twentieth Century: The State of the Art, 41 J. ECON. AND Soc. HIST. OF THE

ORIENT, 474-95 (1998).
113 IRN BAT-FUTAH, TRAVELS IN ASIA AND AFRICA (1325-1354) 69-70 (Trans. H.A.R. Gibb

1929).
114 AL-MARGHINANI, 3 AL-HIDAYA 15 (n.d.); ZAYLA I, 4 TABYIN AL-HAQA'IQ 266 (2000);

IBIN 'ABDIN, 4 HASHIYAT RAD AL-MUHTAR 533 (2000).



played an important social role in various Muslim societies and have ac-
quired a collective richness over hundreds of years.

The role of the Shari'a Courts regarding endowments has changed, as
will be demonstrated. Although in the sixties and seventies the Shari'a
Courts legitimized the dispossession of parts of the endowments, their role in
the nineties was to erase the memory of the dispossession by manipulating
the Muslim public imagination. The discourse of qadis is now about keeping
the endowment property through a legal regulation signed in 1994 by the
staff of the qadis. The Muslim endowments were first included in the frame
of application of the law of absentee property, and in 1965 the process of
dispossession was completed. The issue of endowments is different from the
issue of personal status. On the issues of personal status, we talk about
identity, but on the issue of endowments, we talk about the issue of control of
lands and identity. Therefore, it turns out that the institution of Muslim
endowment collided head-to-head with the Zionist project to "rescue land"' 15

from Arab hands. 116

i. Subjection of Waqf Property to the Law of Absentee
Property

Under British Mandatory rule, waqf property was managed by a govern-
ment-created Endowment Committee. The ma'mur appointed to be in charge

1is The result of "rescuing" land from Arabs is the dispossession of the Palestinians.
116 See the call of Haj Amin al-Hussayni, Head of the High Moslem Council, to change their

lands into endowments in YITZHAK REITER, ISLAMIC ENDOWMENTS IN JERUSALEM UNDER

BRITISH MANDATE, ix (1996). Reviewing Reiter's book Michael Dumper said the waqf was
"bete noir (sic) of the Zionist movement." Michael Dumper, The Waqf Revisited, 27(4) J.
PALESTINE STUD. 106, 107 (1998). On the process of dispossession of Israeli Arabs see Alex-
andre (Sandy) Kedar, The Legal Transformation of Ethnic Geography: Israeli law and the
Palestinian Landholder 1948-1967, 33 N.Y.U. J. INT'L L. & POL. 923, 993 (2001):

Following the Israeli War of Independence in 1948, with the flight and removal of
most Palestinian Arabs and the doubling of the Jewish population due to massive
immigration, a new social and political regime in Israel - a settling ethnocracy -
was created. A crucial component of this regime was a novel land system that can
be called a national-collectivist land regime. Nationalization of land held by Pales-
tinian Arabs before the establishment of the State of Israel served as a major source
for the creation of this regime. The expropriation of Arab land during and immedi-
ately following the War of Independence was carried out without formal legal basis
and was later based on legislation that was clearly geared directly toward
expropriation.

See also Aeyal Goss, Property Law as Constitutional Right and the Fundamental Law: Dig-
nity of the Person and His Freedom, IYOUNEI MISHPAT, 405, 439 (1998) (asking about the
usefulness of constitutionally protecting the right to property after expropriation of lands from
mainly Arabs).
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of the endowment of public property, and the other mutawallis who were in
charge of private endowment property, left the country in 1948. After 1948,
endowment property, like all property left behind by individuals who fled
during the war, was classified as absentee property and transferred to the care
of the Custodian of Absentee Property. The High Court of Justice clarified
this decision in Hasouna v. Custodian of Absentee Property, explaining:

in clause 1(a) of the Law of Absentee Property in 1950, there is a defini-
tion of the term "property." It is said in the same clause that "property"
includes lands.. . and everything that is in body of persons or his manage-
ment. According to clause 1(d), the concept "body of persons" includes
every legal body and every institution that owns property, including "en-
dowment." The custodian can only demand "management" of the endow-
ment. Because the previous custodian is an absentee, the endowment,
from the point of view of its "management," is an absentee property, and
as it has been said, the appointment of the demander as a custodian can-
not change the situation.' 17

It should be noted that classifying waqf property as absentee property
was not the only option available. Another alternative solution was one in
which the Israeli state would appoint other individuals to the Supreme Mus-
lim Council to replace those who had fled. It was possible to appoint other
people to the Council. In Hassouna, however, the High Court of Justice
rejected this option, declaring, "we do not think that the Muslim Religious
Court was able to change an absentee property into non-absentee property by
nominating the demander to be a custodian."' 18

Another option was to treat waqf property as properly belonging to the
Christian communities. Bishop Hakim, for example, the head of the Greek
Catholic community in Israel, moved to Syria, but the property registered in
his name was not classified as absentee property.119 Similarly, the head of
the Greek Orthodox community resided in East Jerusalem which, before
1967, was not considered part of Israel. Nonetheless, the property of the
Greek Orthodox Church was not considered absentee property. Christian and
Muslim religious property was thus treated differently by the Israeli state.12 0

117 H.C.J. 332/52 Hassouna v. Custodian of Absentee Property and Others, P.D.5 at 1198.
1I1 Id.
119 David Neuhauss, Between Quiescence and Arousal: The Political Functions of Religion.

A Case Study of the Arab Minority in Israel: 1948-1990, 48 (1990) (unpublished Ph.D. disser-

tation, Hebrew University).
120 This different attitude has various explanations. One reason for the difference of treat-

ment could be a wish from the Israeli State to divide the Palestinian minority. By according

more rights to Christians, the Christians will be desolidarized from the Muslim community.

(For the application of the concept of divide and rule see Yair Bawmaul, The Attitude of

Israeli Establishment Towards Arabs in Israel: Policy, Principles and Actions: The Second
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The High Court for Justice eventually reversed its position on the waqf
property, holding that new mutawallis may be designated to replace those
who fled. In Bulus v. the Minister of Development and Others, the court held
that waqf property should no longer be considered absentee, stating, "Not the
waqf property, nor the rights of the beneficiaries were changed to become
vested to the custodian in [the mutawalli's] absence, but only the authorities
of the absentee mutawalli were moved to the custodian." 12 1 The Shari'a
Courts were given the power to appoint the new mutawallis.

However, in 1964, a proposed amendment to the Law of Absentee Prop-
erty was published. 12 2 According to this proposal:

The proposed law is intended to disperse doubts that arose after the deci-
sion of the High Court of Justice 69/55 (Bulus v. the Minister of Develop-
ment and Others), and confirm the original intention of the legislator,
according to which the custodian is given full possession of the property
of the waqf, whose mutawalli is considered absentee. In addition to what
has been said above, the proposed law allows the custodian of absentee
property to release waqf property, whose income is intended for educa-
tion necessities, charity, etc . .. to differentiate it from family endow-
ments, to manage it by trustee boards in places where Muslim citizens are
concentrated; and to release family endowments for the benefit of the
beneficiaries. As the purpose for which the endowment institution was
established in most cases is not known or not existent, the proposed law
enables the Muslim trustee boards and the custodian of absentee property
to use the income of the property that were endowments in the past, or
their compensations to the benefit of the entire Muslim community, such
as: establishment and maintenance of institutions and projects of relief
and welfare, health, education, culture, and charity. In order to enable the
boards of trustees and the custodian to run the property in a rational way,
and according to the needs of modem economy, the proposed law enables

Decade, 1958-1968 (1993) (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Middle Eastern Studies Depart-
ment, Haifa University). Another reason could be because of the Muslim community's lack of
support from entities of power akin to the powers that support the Christian and Catholic
communities in Israel. The Catholic communities in Israel are backed by France and the Holy
See while the Muslims in Israel are not backed by any entity of power, which affects the
Muslim community's status as a minority group. Support for minority groups can come from
foreign entities of power as in the case of Catholics and Christians in Israel, or can come from
entities within the state as in the case of the Muslim minority communities in India. Interest-
ingly, when comparing Muslims in India to Muslims in Algeria, the Indian Muslim can fight
more effectively for his rights than the Muslim Algerian, despite his minority status in India,
because of his relationship to domestic entities of power. David Powers, Orientalism, Coloni-
alism, and Legal History: the Attack on Muslim Family Endowments in Algeria and India, 31
COMP. STUD. Soc'y & HIsT. 535-71 (1989).

121 H.C.J. 69/55 Bulus v. Minister of Development and Others P.D.7 at 147,151.
122 Proposal of Absentee Property Law (amend. 3), Liberation of Endowment Property and

Its Use. 1964, H.H. 1964 at 48.
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these bodies to deal with the property that was in the past endowments
that were free of limitations that applied to the endowment property.

The amendment accomplishes several things. First, it disperses any
doubt about control and possession of waqf property, and, despite its ruling
in Bulus, the High Court of Justice followed the above policy after the
amendment was approved in 1965. The Amendment further removes control
of waqf property from the religious community by releasing private (family)
endowments to the intended beneficiaries and by setting up a board of trust-
ees to manage public endowments. Finally, it characterizes the endowments
as property that hinders modernization, making it necessary to remove the
Islamic legal limitations that keep this property out of the commercial sphere.

Similar debates about the incompatibility of the waqf and modernity
were also raised in Arab countries. 12 3 The waqf was portrayed as an anti-
quated concept that was disadvantageous to economic development. It
should be mentioned that these economic and modernity arguments were em-
ployed to disguise the motives of dictatorships attempting to gain more con-
trol over the actions of civil society. Some authors claim that the reform in
Israel was similar to what was happening in neighboring countries such as
Egypt and Syria. 124 In Egypt and Syria, however, the goal of modernizing
the waqf was to redistribute the land to the community. 1 2 5 The practical
effect of waqf policy in Israel, however, has been to dispossess the Muslim
community of its land for the benefit of the State. For example, the trustee
committees1 2 6 were often comprised of people who tended to disregard the
rules of accountability and mostly sold the endowment property that was in
their trust.127

123 A. SEKALY, LE PROBLEME DES WAKFs EN EGYPTE (1929). In Israel this was used to
dispossess the Arabs in the South of Israel. See Ronen Shamir, Suspended in Space: Bedouins
Under the Law of Israel, L. & Soc' REV. 231-57 (1996).

124 Aharon Layish, The Muslim Waqf in Israel, 2 ASIAN & AFRICAN STUD. 41, 53-66 (1966).
125 G. BAER, STUDIES IN THE SOCIAL HISTORY OF MODERN EGYPT 70 (1969); R. DEGUILHEM,

LE WAQF EN SYRIE INDEPENDANTE IN F. DILICI (ED) LE WAQF DANS LE MONDE MUSULMAN

CONTEMPORAIN (XIX-XX SIECLES) 123-44 (1994).
126 Art. 3 of the Absentees' Property (Amend. 3) states: "A board of trustees shall be a body

corporate competent to acquire and transfer any right, enter into any obligation and be a party
to any legal proceeding and to any contract."

127 See Yitzhak Reiter, A Reform Assessment in the Muslim Waqf Institution in Israel: The
Waqf in Acco, 22 HAMIZRAH HAKHADASH 21, 44 (1989) (Hebrew); MICHAEL DUMPER, ISLAM

AND ISRAEL: MUSLIM RELIGIOUS ENDOWMENTS AND THE JEWISH STATE 50-62 (1994). Many
reports have been written by the Israeli State Comptroller on the irregularities of financial
administration in the Boards of Trustees. See Report No. 24, 1972, p.190; Report No. 27,
1975 at 170; Report No. 34, 1983 at 73 Report No. 35, 1984 at 496; Report No. 38, 1987 at
83.
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The Shari'a Courts participated in this process. Boards of trustees fre-
quently asked the Shari'a Courts to issuefatwas (religious opinions) abolish-
ing the holiness (izalat al-qudsiyya) of some waqf property and permitting its
commercial sale. The courts repeatedly obliged. The sales contracts author-
izing the commercial sale of waqf property usually stipulated that the return
on the sales was to benefit the Muslim community by funding different
projects. In many cases, however, the returns were divided among the trustee
board members, and the projects were never fulfilled. At this juncture it
would be helpful to discuss two examples given by the High Court of Justice.

The first example concerns a Muslim cemetery in Jaffa registered in the
name of the man in charge of the waqf.' 128 On May 15, 1966, the cemetery
was registered in the name of the custodian of absentee property. The custo-
dian transferred the cemetery to the board of trustees in Jaffa which signed a
contract selling the property to a company in 1973. The sale was facilitated
by a 1973 fatwa issued by the Shari'a Court in Jaffa, abolishing the holiness
of the cemetery and freeing it for commercial sale. The company committed
to pay a specific amount of money to the Board of Trustees and to exhume
and relocate the bones. Several months later, one of the Board members
submitted a claim to the district court against the company, claiming that the
sale should be done by public offer and that he had not been invited to the
meeting to approve the sale.129 In the end, a compromise was reached
whereby the private company raised the price of the transaction. During this
period, the members of the board of trustees were replaced.

The Shari'a Court of Appeals ultimately cancelled the fatwa in 1974,
holding that qadis lack the authority to issue fatwas and have the power to
issue legal decisions only. The Jaffa board of trustees subsequently peti-
tioned the district court for the cancellation of the sale. The board of trustees
claimed in court that the contract of sale was signed because it included a
condition holding that the land was no longer a holy place.130 The board
argued that the contract did not fit the public order and interests of the Mus-
lim community in Jaffa since it harmed the members of this community. The
land was the last Muslim cemetery where people could bury their dead.
More than that, this contract injured the holiness of the dead. It was also
argued that a contract for sale contradicted the law on absentee property be-
cause it involved building houses, a goal that is not clearly present in the law
of absentee property.

128 I.E. 3997/91 The Board of Trustees of the Muslim Waqf v. Yosi Investment Company
P.D. 49 (5) at 766.

129 I.E. 205/74 Board of Trustees of Jaffa v. Zuhdi Siksik P.D. 28 (2) at 545.
130 Id.
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The district court rejected these arguments. An appeal was submitted to
the High Court of Justice, which in turn confirmed the district court's ruling.
The High Court of Justice decided that the board of trustees, which earns
returns on the sale of absentee property that is forwarded to them, can use the
returns received for things other than the stated goals in the law since the list
of goals is not closed. Building houses for Muslims can, therefore, be a goal
included in this list eventhough it is not mentioned explicitly. The Israeli
Supreme Court held that the contract was not against the public order and
interest because the aim of the contract, building houses, was legal.131

The Supreme Court also did not take into consideration the decision of
the Shari'a Court of Jaffa that ordered the cancellation of the contract be-
cause the High Court of Justice interpreted that the intention of the sides was
to take into consideration the decision of the first instance only. It should
also be noted that all of the projects that the contract dealt with were never
fulfilled.

The second example concerns the sale of a Muslim cemetery in Haifa
by the city's local board of trustees.13 2 A long-term lease (ijaratayn)133 was
signed with the ministry of housing stipulating that the bones in the cemetery
were supposed to be moved in order to facilitate the establishment of a youth
club and a kindergarten for Muslim children. In this case, the transaction
was conditioned on the authorization of the Shari'a Court in Haifa. The
Shari'a Court authorized the transaction. The case was transferred to the
Shari'a Court of Appeals for confirmation as is required by Article 7 of the
Regulations of the Shari'a Courts. 1 3 4 The Shari'a Court of Appeals con-
cealed the authorization. The mutawalli presented a petition against this deci-
sion to the High Court of Justice. The High Court of Justice decided that in
this case it was not necessary for the Shari'a Court of Appeals to endorse the

131 I.E. 3997/91 The Trustee Committee of the Muslim Waqf v. Yosi Investment Company
P.D. 49 (5) at 766.

132 H.C.J. 232/76 Suhail Hassan Shukri v. The Shari'a Court and Others P.D. 31(1) at 413.
133 For more about this term, see JOHN ROBERT BARNES, AN INTRODUCTION To RELIGIOUS

FOUNDATIONS IN THE OTOMAN EMPIRE (1986) at 52:
Icareteyn simply means double rent, and the term applies to the form of rent given
to vakif immovable property destroyed by fire or some other natural disaster. A
base rent in the form of a down payment was paid to the vakif which was an
amount equivalent to the lands or buildings which had been destroyed. This initial
payment was known as the icare- I muaccele. . .An additional rent amounting to a

considerably lesser sum was paid to the vakif at the end of every year, and this
second rent was called the icare-I-mueccele. . ..The new system of rent corre-
sponded to the way in which state lands were leased."

134 Moslem Religious Courts (Oct.10, 1918), in 2 LEGISLATION OF PALESTINE 1918-1925,
supra note 18 at 461.



deal as required by Article 7 of the Regulation of the Shari'a Court, because
the sale does not damage waqf, but rather benefits it.

In this example, as in the previous one, the proposed construction
projects were never carried out. It should be pointed out that the High Court
of Justice ignored the fact that the Shari'a Court does not have jurisdiction
over ijaratayn.35 Thus, Clause 8(2) of the order of 20 December 1921,
which allowed the establishment of the Muslim Council of shari'a, de-
nounces the jurisdiction of the Shari'a Courts in the issue of ijaratayn explic-
itly: "8(2) The Shari'a Courts shall not take any action affecting awkaf that
has the nature of hikr, ijaratayn and istibdal, except with the unanimous
consent of the Council." 3 6

Although the regulations that established the Islamic Council were can-
celled, the authority of the Shari'a Courts on this issue was never acknowl-
edged. Clause 12 of the Ordinance of interpretation (new version) holds that
if "a legislation which abolished a previous judgment is abolished, this last
abolishment does not revive the judgment which had been abolished before,
unless words have been added to the last abolishment that revive that judg-
ment." 37 In other words, article 8 of the Regulation on Supreme Muslim
Council abolished the jurisdiction of Shari'a Courts in matters of ijaratayn.
The regulation itself was abolished by Article 25 of the Qadi Law. This
abolition of Qadi Law does not extend jurisdiction on this matter to the
Shari'a Courts. It is true that the edict establishing the Muslim Council was
abolished, but this does not mean that the authority returned to the Shari'a
Courts.

Three remarks are necessary here. First, in the two examples above, the
High Court did not treat waqf property as a house or a cemetery, but instead
as ordinary property. This is clear from the Yosi case in which The High
Court dealt with this issue as a contract dispute. This categorization decided
in advance the orientation of the High Court, which approached the dispute
as if it were about two pieces of land, the cemetery and another piece of land,
while in reality the dispute was only about one piece of land. The difficulty
is that the same contract obliges the company to exhume the bones of the
dead. As it is taken for granted that people bury their dead in a cemetery, it
is therefore surprising that an obligation to remove graves would be stipu-
lated in a contract that treated a piece of land not as a cemetery, but as an
ordinary piece of land, as the High Court decided.

135 Y. Meron, Jurisdiction of Judgment on Issues of Waqf, 32 HAPRAKLITr 144-46; H.C.J.
232/76 Suhail Hassan Shukri v. The Shari'a Court and Others P.D. 31 (1) (1) at 413.

136 2 LEGISLATION OF PALESTINE 1918-1925, supra note 18 at 399.
137 DINEY MEDINAT YISRAEL of 1954 at 2. This article was abolished in 1981.
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Second, in both of these cases the High Court expanded the jurisdiction
of the District Shari'a Courts. In the first instance, the High Court expanded
the role of the Qadi so that he will be able to give a fatwa, though this role
belongs to the mufti. Unlike a fatwa judgment, a court judgment is obliga-
tory. Jurisdiction over the ijaratayn was also expanded, with the Court ac-
knowledging that jurisdiction had been abolished by the Shari'a Court. The
expansion of jurisdiction allowed the courts to endorse the commercial trans-
actions. Since this issue could have enabled Muslim litigators to benefit
from the fruits of endowments, the High Court actually limited the jurisdic-
tion of the Shari'a Courts.138 The High Court explicitly stated that "the
Shari'a Courts have no jurisdiction to discuss a claim against the custodian
of absentee property which is related to the endowment property, which was
given to him according to the law." 39

Third, the procedure described above enabled the Shari'a Court to abol-
ish the holiness of a place. This procedure has been applied in a few cases
involving cemeteries, but not to all endowments. From a legal point of view,
the State of Israel was not obliged to use this procedure. According to the
law of absentee property of 1965, there was an emphasis on the point that the
custodian of absentee property is the owner of the property. Clause 4 (Al)
(1) holds:

Where any property is an endowment under any law, the ownership
thereof shall vest in the custodian free from any restriction, qualification
or other similar limitation prescribed, whether before or after the vesting,
by or under any law or document relating to the endowment if the owner
of the property, or the person having possession or the right of manage-
ment of the property, or the beneficiary of the endowment, is an absentee.
The vesting shall be as from the . . .12th December, 1948 . . . or from the
day on which one of the aforementioned becomes an absentee, whichever
is the later date. 140

Therefore, as soon as the custodian of absentee property takes over property
that is an endowment, it is no longer subject to the restrictions and conditions
of the endowment.

In addition to that, Article 29 A maintains:

(a) Where the custodian releases any endowment property vested in him
and which was dedicated for the benefit of the members of the family of
the dedicator or of the members of another family, and the beneficiaries

138 H.C.J. 6452/96 Custodian of Absentee Property v. The Sharia Court of Appeals and

Others P.D. 55(4) at 363.
139 Id. at 373.
140 Text of the Law in English in Aharon Layish, The Muslim Waqf in Israel, 2 ASIAN &

AFR. STUD. 41, 73 (1966).
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are still alive, he may transfer the ownership of the property to them.
Where he releases any endowment property vested in him which was not
dedicated as aforesaid, he may transfer the ownership thereof to a board
of trustees appointed under section 29B or 29 H.
(b) Property transferred as aforesaid shall be free from any restriction,
qualification or other similar limitation prescribed by or under any law or
any document relating to the endowment.' 41

The emphasis is therefore again on the fact that property transferred to the
trustee board is free from any conditions or restrictions and can thus be freely
transferred.

The law does not differentiate between a cemetery and other kinds of
land. The law prohibits the board of trustees from selling mosques,14 2 but it
does not prohibit the sale of cemeteries. It is therefore not clear why the
procedure of izalat al-qudsiyya (abolishment of holiness) was used in these
instances, as many cemeteries had been transferred without resorting to this
procedure.

I offer two possible explanations for this. The first is that the State of
Israel recognized a need to legitimize the relocation of Muslim cemeteries,
especially when it felt that there was some possibility that different Muslim
communities might use them for political goals. The second explanation is
that the state desired to concentrate the attention of the local Muslim commu-
nities on a few specific events. However, issuing afatwa involves a compli-
cated ritual, giving rise to many years of judicial litigations and possible
demonstrations by the different local Muslim communities in order to sabo-
tage the fatwa. While the main effort would be to guard the holiness of the
cemeteries and the dead, the endowment property, which is not holy, is for-
gotten. The jurisdiction of Shari'a Courts over endowments has thus been
emptied of its content. Endowments were treated like absentee property and
transferred to the custodian of absentee property. Rules of waqf do not apply
to these types of property, and are treated as ordinary property. Therefore,
the exclusivity of jurisdiction is actually an exclusive jurisdiction upon the

141 Id.
142 Clause 29 C: "[A] board of trustees shall not in any manner transfer immovable property

which includes a mosque." Although there is such a prohibition, there was an attempt to sell
Hassan Bik Mosque in Jaffa to a private company. On Sep. 11, 1974 the trustee of absentee
properties of Hassan Bik waqf (endowed) to the trust committee of Jaffa and the title was
registered on the name of this committee. On the same day the waqf was rented to an Israeli
company for 49 years. According to the agreement between the company and the trust com-
mittee of Jaffa the company would have the right to destroy parts of the mosque but would
have to leave one room and the minaret intact. Because of the opposition of the local Muslim
community in Jaffa the agreement was not executed. See SAMIH HAMOUDA, MASJID HASSAN
BIK: KHUYUT AL-MUAMARA 37-39 (1985).
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endowments, but without substantial endowments belonging to the Muslim
Community.

B. Islamization and Legitimacy

In addition to restricting the space of classical Islamic law, the Shari'a
Courts in Israel have also engaged in a dialectical process in which they

attempt to expand the Islamic legal space through the Islamization of secular
Israeli law.

When we talk about Islamization, we generally mean the attempt of cer-
tain states, such as Egypt, to insert Islamic norms into the secular judicial
system, and to replace norms viewed as secular with norms believed to be

Islamic. The amendment of clause two of the Egyptian Constitution, which

declares that the shari'a is the main source of law, 143 represents the climax of
Islamization. Islamization in Israel has occurred in the opposite direction. In

this process, norms derived from Israeli secular law are introduced as norms
that exist in Islamic law. This process of Islamization is actually a reinter-
pretation of classical Islamic law, and does not represent a new process in

Islamic law. Islamic law has long been influenced by foreign legal systems,
whose influence has been introduced in a blurred way that has obscured its

foreign source and emphasized its Islamic aspects. 144

Parallel to the process of secularizing Islamic law, therefore, there is a

process of Islamization of secular law. This process can be observed in the

context of child-guardianship. 145 Israeli law acknowledges the principle of

the best interest of the child, and obliges the religious courts, including the
Shari'a Court, to apply this principle. The Levi case, for example, held:

The frame within which the children will be educated cannot be based
exclusively on compromise arrangements. The supreme consideration
must be, of course, the children's welfare. It is certainly possible that
there will not be correspondence between a certain compromise and the
child's welfare. In such condition, there is room for interference of the
High Court of Justice. It was decided: "Interference of the High Court of
Justice is required - and it will come - where a religious court did not
judge as it must - according to the child's welfare - but according to
considerations which are not related to the child welfare"(H. C.J. 1842/92

143 See Clark Benner Lombardi, Islamic Law as a Source of Constitutional Law in Egypt:

The Constitutionalization of the Shari'a in a Modern Arab State, 37 COLUM. J. TRANSNAT'L L.

81, 81 (1998).
144 GIDEON LIsSON, JEWISH AND ISLAMIC LAW: A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF CUSTOM DURING

THE GEONIC PERIOD (2003).
145 1 am introducing the general principal rules only. For details, see Moussa Abou Rama-

dan, The Transition From Tradition to Reform: The Shari'a Appeals Court Rulings on Child

Custody (1992-2001), 26 FORDHAM INT'L L. J. 595-655 (2003).
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Bloigrund v. Rabbinical High Court in Jerusalem P.D. 46(3) at 423,
439).146

The Shari'a Court is bound by the above principle, but rather than admit that
it was applying Israeli law, the Court decided that consideration of the child's
welfare is actually a norm drawn from an Islamic source. In a long series of
decisions, the Shari'a Court of Appeals decided that the rules according to
which the scholars decided child custody cases constitute rebuttable pre-
sumptions, and if it is proven that the principle of child custody requires
deviation from them, the Shari'a Court will also deviate.147

Traditional Hanafi law, 148 however, is as follows: generally, children
will stay with their mother up to age seven for boys and age nine for girls.
The mother must fulfill certain conditions, and if she fails to fulfill them,
custody of the child will be transferred to one of a long list of relatives dic-
tated by Hanafi law. After the period of nursing (hadana) finishes, the cus-
tody of the child is transferred to the child's father.

It is true that some Hanafi legal texts mention consideration of the
child's welfare, but it is not treated as an overriding principle as it is defined
in Israeli law. In Islamic law, the issue of child custody is settled by dividing
the roles of the father and the mother according to the needs of the child.
The male child has to be in his father's home at the age of seven so that he
will not learn women's habits and ways of talking.149 The daughter must
move to her father's home so that he will protect her. 50 The rules of nursing
(hadana) soften the patriarchal approach, but they do not abolish it.15'

146 H.C.J 8906/04 Bellah Levi and Others v. The Rabbinical High Court in Jerusalem and
Others P.D. 55 of 8/9/2003. Concerning Shari'a Courts more specifically see H.C.J. 8906/04
Ploni v. Ploni and others, paragraphs 9 and 12 of 20/7/2005; and H.C.J. 9740/05 Ploni v. The
Shari'a Court of Appeals in Jerusalem of 24/1/2006 where the High Court of Justice inter-
vened in the rulings of Shari'a Court of Haifa and the Shari'a Court of Appeals for not respect-
ing the best interest of the child.

147 A 37/97 of 28/2/1998; A 28/98 of 26/5/1998; A 248/98 of 29/11/1998; A17/00 of 14/5/
2000.

148 See ABI LAYTH AL-SAMARQANDI, FATAWAI AL-NAWAZIL 221-22 (2004); AL-QUDURI,
MUKHTASSAR AL-QUDRI 173-74 (1997); AL-SARAKHSI, 5 MABSUT 182-87 (2000); AL-
KASANI, 4 BADAYI' AL-SANAI' 59-66 (1996); IBN NUJAYM, 4 AL-BAHR Al-RAIQ 256-65
(2002); IBIN 'ABDIN, 3 HASHIYAT RAD AL-MUHTAR 610-28 (2000); For Qadri Pacha Articles
and its commentaries see MUHAMMAD ZAYD AL-ABYANI, SHARH AL-AHKAM AL-SHAR'IYYA
FI-AL-AHWAL AL-SHAKHSIYYA 65-80 (1922).

149 AL-SARAKHSI Id. at 183.
1so Id.

151 See also the conclusion that Tucker reached in another period: JUDITH E. TUCKER, IN THE
HOUSE OF THE LAW. GENDER AND ISLAMIC LAW IN OTTOMAN SYRIA AND PALESTINE (1998).
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Laws exist in some Arab countries that include the principle of consid-
eration of the child's welfare, but only with respect to specific events and not
as an overarching principle that is applied to all child custody cases. 152 Re-
cently, the Moroccan legislature changed the principle of consideration of the
child's welfare into a guiding principle, 15 3 but the defining division remained
as it is. The decisions of the Israeli court actually constitute Islamization of
the secular law in Israel.

Islamization of Israeli law thus takes place in the Shari'a Courts because
they have ostensibly prohibited reliance on Israeli secular law, arguing that
the court should rely on the words of God alone. The Islamic method is
introduced as a complete and perfect one in which reliance on secular law is
not necessary.154 After deciding on the non-reliance on Israeli secular law,
the Shari'a Court of Appeals decided in many rulings that in matters of cus-
tody the best interest of the child is the guiding principle.15 5 The Shari'a
Court read the fuqaha texts on hadana as having the purpose of protecting
the best of interests of the child. In instances where one demonstrates that
the case is not in the best interest of the child, then the rule can be changed.

The rules of fuqaha are thus treated as rebuttable presumptions in the
Shari'a Courts. 15 6 For example, the rule that a woman would lose her guard-
ianship in the case of remarriage to a person who is strange to the child is
also seen as a rebuttable presumption. If the woman demonstrates that the
strange husband is better for the interest of the child, the child will be left in
his mother's custody.15 7 Another example is the age of the child for guardi-
anship. If the child attains the age of seven but his mother proves that it is in

152 DINA CHARIF FELLER, LA GARDE (Hadana) En Droit Musulman Et Dans Les Droits
Egyptien, Syrien et Tunisien (1996).

153 Clause 186 of the New Law of the Moroccan Family.

154 See for example, 91/99 of 31/5/1999, A 172/00 of 3/9/2000. See also A 282/2004 of 29/
11/2004:

This is so in addition to the fact that this court had expressed its opinion regarding
the law (it means the Law of Legal Validity and guardianship of 1962. M.A.R.) in
A 93/99: "There is an importance for not depending on the Law of Legal Validity
and guardianship for two reasons. First reason: This law is not applied to the Mus-
lims as it is not directed at the Shari'a Courts in a direct way. The second and main
reason is that the magnificent Shari'a is a complete and comprehensive legal re-
gime and it does not need positive legislation to strengthen it.

155 A 48/94 of 1/12/1994 AL-KASHSHAF at 109; A 53/2003 of 23/3/2003; A 278/2004 of 14/
12/2004; A 138/2005 of 20/6/2005; A 58/92 of 9/2/1993; A 268/2003 of 18/8/2003.

156 A 93/95 of 7/11/1995 AL-KASHSHAF 1995 at 109; A 37/97 of 25/3/1997 AL-KASHSHAF

1997 (1) at 101; A 244/98 of 22/11/1998; A 181/2001 of 20/9/2001; A 122/2005 of 4/5/2005;
A 53/2003 of 23/3/2003; A 272/2004 of 31/1/2005; A 39/2005 of 21/3/2005.

157 A 268/2003 of 18/8/2004; A 28/98 of 26/5/1998.
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his interest to stay with her, then the Court will decide that the child should
remain in her custody despite his age. 5 8

There is an attempt to build an Islamic legal identity that is different
from Israeli secular law while covertly applying these territorial norms. The
Shari'a Court of Appeals put a special emphasis on the idea that shari'a
procedure is different from Israeli civil procedure. Islamic civil procedure in
Israel, however, is actually based on the Ottoman Civil Procedure, which is
commonly known to be a copy of the French Procedure with a change in
numbering only.159 The High Court of Justice decided, according to clause
sixty-two of the Ottoman Civil Procedure, that:

We have to interpret the words of an Ottoman and Mandatory legislation
that are applied in Israel by force of clause eleven of order of government
procedure and law 1948, on the background of principles of the founda-
tion of our modern law. The establishment of the State of Israel is a
historical event, which brought not only independence, but also a new
conception of law and judgment. This new conception finds its expres-
sion, among other things, in the interpretative approach of the judge to the
words of the interpretative legislation.160

Therefore, the claim that the Shari'a Courts are applying the Qu'ran without
any change is completely refuted. This is an ideological presentation, which
has no connection with reality in any way. Even in classical Islamic law, the
Qu'ran did not cover all the issues. In such instances, there is no connection
between the Qu'ran and certain specific rules. 161

One of the goals of Islamization is to obscure the legal reality in Israel
and create the false impression that there is shari'a. The hidden function is
to validate the secularization of Islamic law through legitimating governmen-
tal activities in another context.

It is also possible to expose the connection between Islamization and
legitimacy in the field of endowments. The fatwas that legitimize the sale of
waqf property, discussed above, created a negative impression about qadis in
Israel. To challenge this impression, in 1994 all the working qadis signed
onto Judicial Decree (marsum qada'i) Number 1.162 The marsum attempts to
establish the autonomy of the Shari'a Courts. The decree does not even men-
tion the State of Israel, and instead addresses the Muslim community inside

158 A 28/94 of 14/6/1994 AL-KASHSHAF 1994 at 31; A 169/2003 of 29/9/2003.
159 YOUNG, CORPs Du DROIT OTrOMAN (1905).
160 H.C.J.1089/90 Assi v. The Shari'a Court, Middle Region D. 45(5) at 152.
161 Y. LINANT DE BELLEFONDS, I TRAITE DE DROIT MUSULMAN COMPARE 31-32 (1965);

CHAFIK CHECHETA, ETUDES DE DROIT MUSULMAN 35 (1971).
162 http://www.justice.gov.il/MOJHeb/BatiDinHashreim/MaagreiMeida/Minsharim/ (last

visited March 20, 2007).
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Israel as an umma, or nation. Its title reads: "In the name of God the most
merciful." Below the title we read: "The shari'a High Court for Appeals"(it
should be noted that according to the law, the accurate name is "The Shari'a
Court of Appeals").

The decree (marsum) opens by acknowledging that it deals with painful
events regarding religious endowments and includes orders that are obliga-
tory on the rest of the qadis. The marsum draws its authority from the prin-
ciple of maslaha (interest), which is considered to be one source of Islamic
law.163 The marsum mentions the Law of Absentee Property and amend-
ment number 3 as steps toward the dispossession of Muslim endowments.
The marsum gives examples about certification of long-term rents. The mar-
sum also differentiates between holy waqfs, such as a mosque or cemetery,
and non-holy waqfs. It should be noted that this differentiation is not ac-
cepted in Hanafi law, which does not distinguish between holy and non-holy
endowments.

The marsum gives four orders. The first prevents the qadi from issuing
a fatwa whose purpose is to use a holy or non-holy endowment in a manner
contrary to that for which it was originally set up. Any opinions found in
classical Islamic law that contradict such a prohibition are considered as con-
tradictory to maslahat al-umma.

The second order prohibits use for any purpose of holy waqf. Similarly,
there is a prohibition of agreements that will affect the ownership of an en-
dowment, such as for leases, equitable liens, exchange deals, or a license that
deals with the use of an endowment.

The third order mandates an evaluation and criticism of waqf manage-
ment every six months. This evaluation must be published as an official sijil
(record) so that the public may inspect it. This is especially important given
that in the past many fatwas were never recorded in any way. The absence
of recordings or publications of fatwa prevent Muslims from controlling
what happened with their waqfs. The conclusion is that the Muslims have
the right to know what is happening to their endowments. The order also
demands the dismissal of the Mutawalli who betrayed the waqf. Thus the
order deals with responsibility, accountability (muhasaba), transparency,
clarity, and freedom of information.

The fourth order deals with cemeteries and mosques, holding that the
holiness of cemeteries is "part of the consciousness of the nation and its
faith." It even emphasizes the holiness of unused mosques. The marsum's
purpose is to give legitimacy to qadis and move beyond past acts in which
permission and license to sell endowments was given. The marsum does not

163 See later on this concept.



mention the State of Israel, and when it mentions the umma it means the
Muslim nation. The marsum refuses to acknowledge the fact that Muslims in
Israel long ago turned into a religious minority.

To accomplish this, the marsum turns to classical Islamic law for legiti-
macy, but utilizes these classical concepts, specifically the status of maslaha
as a source of legislation, in a new way. Here, the qadis take the role of
fuqaha (jurists) in order to be able to make a legal interpretation (ijtihad) and
change regulations. Maslaha is actually a secondary source of legislation
which contemporary writers have used to modernize or reform the applica-
tion of Islamic law. 16 4 This marsum was issued and publicized in the maga-
zine Sawtt al-Haq wa al-Hurriyyah (The Voice of Right and Freedom).16 5

The ideological role of the marsum is clear when we understand, as I
have explained above, that most endowments have been confiscated from the
Muslim community in Israel. Besides, the fatwa that the qadis are required
to give in order to legitimize a deal is not obligatory on the legal level. The
Shari'a Courts do not have jurisdiction over special activities, such as
ijaratayn, because jurisdiction is given only to the District Court. I would
like to add that in most of the orders of the marsum regarding registration,
transparency and freedom of information were not implemented. As far as I
know, no reports have been sent to the Shari'a Court of Appeals, as the
marsum stipulates. The records of the regional Shari'a Courts are not open
to the general public nor to the researchers. Some rulings of the Shari'a
Court of Appeals are open but in selective manner.

IV. CONCLUSION

The discourse that is created by the Shari'a Courts argues that there is a
clear separation between Islamic and secular law in Israel that is theological,
legal and epistemological. This paper reveals that this claim is misleading.
At the very least, the boundaries between "religious" and "secular" law in
Israel are fluid, socially and politically delineated, and often misleading. For,
contrary to what they claim, the Shari'a Courts do not apply the shari'a in a
"pure" way.

Indeed, there has never been a "pure" Islamic law. Instead, Islamic law
has influenced and been influenced by various cultures. Islamic law has
gone through a process of secularization, and not only in Israel. Within the
State of Israel, there are religious courts that are expected to apply a pure
form of religious law. This Article has demonstrated that such expectations

164 Felicitas Opwis, Maslaha in Contemporary Islamic Legal Theory, 12 ISLAMIC L. &
Soc'y 182 (2005).

165 SAWT AL-HAQ WA AL-HuRRIYAH, July. 4, 1998 at 7.
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are not often met, and that to understand the nature of law, identity and citi-
zenship in Israel the borders between the secular and the sacred need to be
readjusted to match the complex and often contradictory realities on the
ground.




